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Affidavit il l of Christopher Gardner in this case,

made on December 4, 2019

Supreme Court File No. S-199082

Vancouver Registry

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

BEEDIE (REEFER STREE T) HOLDINGS LTD.

PETITIONER

AND:

CITY OF VANCOUVER

RESPONDENT

AND:

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS AND BUSINESSES ASSOCIATION

PROPOSED INTERVENOR

AFFIDAVIT

I, Christopher Gardner, of Mclrotower III, 700 -- 4730 Kingsway, Burnaby, British

Columbia, AFFIRM THAI":

I am the President of the Independent Contractors and Businesses Association (the

"ICBA") and as such have personal knowledge of the facts and matters to which i

depose in this affidavit. If any knowledge is stated to be based on my information

and belief, I verily believe it to be true.

1.

I have been the President of the ICBA since February, 201 7. My responsibilities at

the ICBA include leading the ICBA's public policy advocacy initiatives related to

industrial, commercial and residential construction projects; responsible resource

development projects; employment and work place regulation; workforce

development; lax, regulatory and permitting issues that directly impact project

approvals and business investment; representing the ICBA in meetings with

2.
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federal, provincial and municipal government officials; and, leading the ICBA's

senior management team as it builds its group health and retirement benefits

business.

Background to the ICBA

3. The ICBA is a voluntary association of construction businesses in British

Columbia, representing more than 2,300 companies and clients across the Province,

including over 1,000 construction companies.

The ICBA was formed in 1975 as an organization to represent and advocate for the

interests of open shop construction contractors.

4.

5. The ICBA advocates on behalf of free enterprise and the principle of open and fair

bidding for projects, as well as a regulatory and project approval framework that

provides project proponents with clear guidelines and certainty of process.

Members of ICBA believe that economic development brings a range ofadvantages

to British Columbia, including economic prosperity, greater tax revenues to pay for

public services, a higher standard of living, and greater employment opportunities

for members of the community.

6.

7. To this end, the ICBA engages in various public policy and advocacy activities

relating to legislation and government programs involving labour relations,

employment standards, apprenticeship training, worker's compensation, safety, and

unemployment insurance.

ICBA also engages in public advocacy on issues that impact its members, including

labour and employment policies, fair tendering of government infrastructure

projects, WorkSafe BC policies, regulation and taxation, responsible resource

development, and generally promoting economic development in the public

interest.

8.

The ICBA also provides services to its membership, including access to group

health and retirement plans, construction market information, apprenticeship

9.
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support, training programs for construction workers, professional development

courses for training managers, and affinity programs that provide discounts on

hotels, gas, and other goods and services.

1 0. The 1CBA is aiso the single largest sponsor of construction apprentices in BC and

trains approximately 4,000 construction professionals annually.

ICBA's Interest in this Judicial Review Application

Many of ICBA's members are residential and commercial construction companies

who are regularly engaged in development and/or construction projects in

Vancouver and surrounding municipalities in the Lower Mainland.

11.

12. Approximately 250,000 men and women work in construction in British Columbia.

Their work accounts for almost ten percent ( 1 0%) of the economic activity of the

province.

Multi-unit residential projects such as the Beedie 105 Keefer Project make up a

significant portion of the work of ICBA's members, as well as substantial

proportion of construction work in the Lower Mainland, and the City ofVancouver

in particular.

13.

14. 1CBA members and their skilled workers are involved in virtually all multi-unit

residential development and construction projects in British Columbia and in the

Lower Mainland in particular.

Over the past decade, the regulatory burden with respect to obtaining City permits

and approvals for development ofnew residential housing projects has substantially

increased, with the result that the application and approval process for any given

residential development project now takes multiple years,

understood in the residential construction industry that it takes longer to approve

and permit a residential construction project in the City of Vancouver than it does

to build it.

15.

It is commonly
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Furiher, the cost of this regulatory burden is a significant factor contributing to the

housing affordabiiity challenge facing home buyers in the City of Vancouver.

On May 15, 2018. the CD Howe institute issued a report titled "Through the Roof:

The High Cost of Barriers to Building New Housing in Canadian Municipalities1',

in which the authors found that barriers to building new housing in Vancouver

(including regulatory barriers and restrictions) results in an increase in the market

price of housing of $300 per square fool, or up to $600,000 on the price of new

by far the highest such increase in the country. Attached hereto as Exhibit

"A" to my Affidavit is a true copy of the CD Howe Report "Through the Roof.

16.

homes

In addition to the cost of the regulatory burden for the ultimate consumers of

residential housing home buyers and renters - the costs ofpursuing a development

permit application are extremely high and increasing for developers,

application fees charged by the City of Vancouver (up to $225,000.00 for a multi-

unit residential development) are only a fraction of the actual costs incurred, which

can easily approach $1 million for a single application.

17.

The

18. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" to my Affidavit is a report published by the Eraser

Institute in April 2017, titled "New Homes and Red Tape in British Columbia:

Residential Land-Use Regulation in the Lower Mainland". This report, which is

based on surveys of developers, finds that the typical project-approval timelines for

residential development projects In the Lower Mainland are up to 1 8 months in the

City of Vancouver and West Vancouver (much longer than most other

municipalities), and can be up to ten months longer when rezoning is required, and

these timelines are also rated as the most uncerlain in Vancouver and West

Vancouver. Timeline uncertainty is a deterrent to development in West Vancouver

and Vancouver, and council and community opposition to residential development

is also strongest in Vancouver and West Vancouver, and is a signi ficant deterrent

to development tn these cities.

19. Finally, Exhibit "B" reports that compliance costs and fees associated with the

development application process amount to $78,000 per housing unit in Vancouver,

the highest in the Lower Mainland. The study concludes that Vancouver is the most
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regulated municipality in the Lower Mainland with respect to residential

development and that this has a significant impact on residential development.

20. The very high burden of taxes and fees as a component of housing costs in the City

ofVancouver was also the subject of a study conducted by appraisal and tax expert

Paul Sullivan for the Greater Vancouver Board of Trade's Housing Forum 2018.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" to my Affidavit is a copy of a media release dated

May 29, 2018 from the Urban Development Institute which outlines the findings

from this analysis ~ that is, that more than 26% (or $220,256.00) of the cost of a

typical new Vancouver apartment ($840,000.00) is allocated to government taxes

and fees, which are then passed on to the buyer. Further, many of these taxes and

fees increase as the length of the development application and permitting process

increases.

21. While ICBA does not dispute the importance of a careful scrutiny of development

applications, it is vital to ensure that proponents have a clear understanding of the

criteria and regulation to be applied to any given development application, and can

expect that if the application conforms with the existing zoning, and other

regulatory requirements, that the project will be approved. It is also vital to ensure

that approval processes arc streamlined and predictable, both in terms of time and

expected outcomes.

Ensuring fairness and transparency in the development permit approval process is

of paramount importance. Regulatory uncertainty with respect to the residential

housing project approval process adds substantial cost and complexity for builders

and construction contractors and represents an inordinate and unfair burden for

them, contrary to the public interest.

22.

The project which is the subject of this judicial review application is, so far as 1 am

aware, the first residential housing project rejected by the Development Permit

Board. While there have been many situations in which the Development Permit

Board granted approvals subject to certain conditions (i.e. design changes, etc), an

outright rejection at this level, such as occurred in this case, is unprecedented.

23.
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24. The established and accepted practice and process is for City staffto provide "prior-

to's" - i.e. revisions or conditions that must be satisfied in order for the

development permit to be granted - in advance of the application proceeding to the

Development Permit Board. Assuming that all "prior-to's" and other conditions

have been satisfied by the proponent (as was the ease here), the Development

Permit is granted.

If, despite complying with all of the existing regulatory and zoning requirements in

place when the development application process is commenced, as confirmed by

the reviews of City staff at various levels, and recommendation for approval from

the Urban Design Panel and the Development Permit Board Advisory Panel, a

development application is nonetheless rejected by the Development Permit Board

based on the exercise of the discretion of individual Development Permit Board

members, this will have significant detrimental effects on residential development

in Vancouver and the Lower Mainland.

25.

26. These detrimental impacts include the following:

(a) Creation of regulatory uncertainty for developers as to the criteria for

approval of a development application, with the result that developers will

be deterred from purchasing real estate in Vancouver and the Lower

Mainland and/or from making residential development applications;

Erosion ofconfidence for developers and residents of the City of Vancouver

in the City's decision-making process with respect to residential

developments, and in particular a loss of confidence that the process is fair,

transparent, principled and predictable.

(b)

Further increasing costs for residential developers making applications for

development permits, which costs will ultimately be passed on to residential

purchasers;

(c)

Lost opportunities for multi-unit residential development in Vancouver and

the Lower Mainland, with resulting decreases in the number and quality of

(d)
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residential units available for purchase and/or rent in Vancouver and the

Lower Mainland, exacerbating the already-existing shortage of affordable

residential homes in the Lower Mainland and the City of Vancouver;

Loss of work opportunities for construction contractors and construction

workers in the City of Vancouver and the Lower Mainland; and

(e)

(0 Loss of revenue for the City of Vancouver, resulting in increased costs to

taxpayers and delays in investment in infrastructure needed by the City to

maintain the services required by residents and businesses in the City.

Proposed Intervention

27. The ICBA represents a broad range of contractors within the construction industry

of British Columbia and is an influential voice for legal and public policy advocaey

and reform in the Province.

28. For the reasons set out above, many of the ICBA's members will be directly

impacted by the Court's decision in this matter.

29. The ICBA has participated as a party or intervenor in all levels of court and before

various tribunals in a range of cases raising public law issues, including cases

relating to privacy and freedom of information, labour relations and employment

standards, challenges to tendering policies, freedom of expression and association

in the workplace, and elections financing. See, for example: Independent

Contractors and Business Assn. ofBritish Columbia v. British Columbia, [1995]

B.C.J. No. 777 (S.C.j; Vertex Construction Services v. International Union of

Operating Engineers, Local 115, BCLRB No. B 122/2000; R. v. Advance Cutting

& Coring Ltd., 2001 SCC 70 (as a member of the Canadian Coalition of Open Shop

Contracting Associations); Daryl-Evans v. Empl. Standards, 2002 BCSC 48;

Ledcor Industries Limited, 2003 C1RB 216; International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers, Local 213 v. Hochsiein, 2009 BCCA 355; Allan v. British

Columbia (Chief Electoral Officer), 2010 BCSC 1174, Vander Zalm v. British

Columbia, 2010 BCSC 1320; Financial Institutions Commission (Re), 2013 BC1PC

{CiLGZ-0 0250229;! )
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2: Construction and Specialized Workers Union, Local 161 1 v. British Columbia

(Information and Privacy Commissionerj, 2015 BCSC 1471, Office of the

Superintendent of Pensions (Re), 2017 BCIPC 17; Squamish Nation v. British

Columbia (Environment), 2018 BCSC 844,

30. The ICBA is therefore in an ideal position to represent the community of

construction contractors and the men and women working in residential

construction who will he significantly impacted by a less efficient, less predictable,

and more uncertain permit approval process with respect to residential construction

projects in the City of Vancouver and the Lower Mainland.

3 1 . The ICBA and its members have a strong interest in ensuring that residential project

approval and permitting processes proceed on a transparent basis, with clearly

established and uniformly applied criteria for approval.

32. To that end, if granted leave to intervene, ICBA will argue that;

(a) It is vital that criteria for approval of residential development applications

be clearly defined and uniformly and fairly applied;

(b) The City of Vancouver and other municipal bodies are legally required to

ensure that their decision-making processes comply strictly with existing

regulatory requirements and principles of fairness;

(c) Residential development applicants must be able to rely upon the advice

and information provided to them by City staff, in preparing applications

for the Development hermit Board;

(d) While the Development Permit Board retains the discretion to deviate from

the recommendations of City staff, following comprehensive review of an

application, such discretion is limited and must be exercised in accordance

with clearly defined principles and based on appropriate considerations;

(e) The Development Permit Board's considerations cannot and should not

include public opposition to the project; and

!GI.GZ-00250229;I)
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Where the Development Permit Board intends to deviate from the

recommendation of City staff to approve a project, the proponent should be

provided with notice of this intention and the reasons for it. and given an

opportunity to address any concerns prior to the Development Permit Board

rejecting the application.

(0

If granted leave to intervene, the IC.BA will seek to avoid the duplication of

submissions of the parties, and will limit its submissions and participation to that

permitted by the Court.

33.

34. I have read and confirm that the proposed legal submissions set out in the ICBA's

Notice of Application accurately reflect the position of the ICBA in this matter, and

represent the position to be advanced by the ICBA's counsel, subject to any

necessary changes resulting from the arguments advanced by the parties or

directions of the Court.

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME at Vancouver, )
British Columbia, on December 4, 2019 )

)
/i

3

A commissioner for taking affidavits

for British Columbia

Christopher Gardner)

)

Phone:
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the C.D. Howe institute's Commitment
to Quality, independence and
NON PARTISANSHIP

ABOUT T'H I

AUT HORS

llic C.D. Howe Institute's reputation for quality, integrity and

nonpartisanship is its chief asset.

its hooks, C ommentaries and E-Bricfs undcigo a rigorous two -stage

review by interna! staff, and by outside academics -and independent

experts- 'flic Institute publishes only studies that meet its standards for
analytical soundness, factual accuracy and policy relevance. It subjects its
review and publication process to an annual audit by external experts.

Bs,ni„\ m in Dac uis

is Associate Director,

Research at the C.D.
Howe institute.

Viscwr Tnivixactt

is former Researcher at

the C.D. Howe Institute,

and currently a PhD Student

af the University ofCalifornia,

Santa Barbara.

As a registered Canadian charity, the C.D. Howe Institute accepts
donations to further its mission from individuals, private and public
organizations, and charitable foundations. It accepts no donation

that stipulates a predetermined result or otherwise inhibits the

independence of its staff and authors. Tie Institute requires that its

authors publicly disclose any actual or potential conflicts of interest
of which they are aware. Institute staff members are subject to a strict

conflict of interest policy.

C.D. Howe Institute staff and authors provide policy research and
commentary on a non-exclusive basis. No Institute publication or

statement will endorse airy political party, elected official or candidate

far elected office. The views expressed arc those of the uuthorfs). The

Institute docs nor take corporate positions on policy matters.
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The Study in brief

Trie cost ofhousing has been going through the roof in many parts of Canada, Most government policies

have focused on curtailing the demand for housing, but they have not taken meaningful steps to increase

housing supply.

In any competitive market without barriers to entry, regardless of the product being sold, the overall

market price should equal its marginal cost of production. The saute is true of housing. The marginal cost
of constructing a single-detached house is primarily due to the costs of labour, materials, and time during

its physical construction. A well-functioning housing market results in the market price of housing being
close to the feasible cost ofconstructing it. If prices persistently exceed this construction cost, it is often
due to barriers that inhibit new construction, These barriers often stem from excessive regulations.

We estimate that, because of the barriers to building more single- family houses, horaebuyers in the

eight most restrictive cities paid an extra $229,000 per new house between 2007 and 2016. In Vancouver,
the cost of housing restrictions is by far the largest in Canada, at $600,000 for the average new house, and
ranks among the largest internationally as a share of market costs.

Why are housing costs so high? We find that restrictions and extra costs on building new housing -

such as zoning regulations, development charges, and limits on housing development on both Greenbelt

land and land between urban areas and the Greenbelt - are dramatically increasing the price of housing,
the extra cosrs on new and existing homes are over S10U,(X)0 in some Ontario municipalities. While

land-use regulation can generate important benefits, in most cases studies find that the costs imposed by
housing regulation outweigh the benefits.

Municipal governments and provinces should enable more housing construction by taking steps such as
easing restrictions on developing agricultural land, simplifying and updating zoning bylaws, and reducing
df ve lop n s en t d iarges .

C.IX Hcwe institute Gommenm$£ it. a periodic znaivxss oh and commentary on, current public policy issues. Rosemanry Siuptun
and James Fleming edited rite manuscript, Yang 'Zhao prepared it tor publication. As with all Institute publication*, the
view*, expressed here are those nt the author* and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Institute's members or BojnI
oi'Ditxvtoft. Quotation wish appropriate credit is permissible.

lis ui.k-r this public,itiun please contact; the CJX Howe Institute, h7 Yungs* St., Suite 300, "ioronto, Onlario M5E .1 J 6' . il'ic

hill text of this publication is also available an die Institutes website at www.cdhowe.urg.
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The cost ofhousing in Canada has increased dramatically in

recent years. According to data from Real Property Solutions

(RPS), the price ofsingle-detached dwellings more than
doubled fromJanuary 2005 to the end of2016.

With measures such as taxes on foreign buyers and
tightened federal mortgage policy, most government

policies have focused on curtailing die demand
for housing, but they Siavc not taSicn meaningful

steps to increase housing supply, Yet evidence from

around the world shows that government policies
limiting the supply of housing are among the key

causes of higher house prices.
Restrictions on housing supply hinder the

efficiency of the housing marker. Delays in

building what people demand result in shortages

and, therefore, higher prices. Numerous studies

(Glaeser, Oyourko, and Saks 2005; Cheshire
and Hilber 2008) have established that a well-

functioning housing market results in the market

price of housing being close to the feasible cost of
constructing it. It prices exceed this construction

cost, it is often due to excessive regulations that

inhibit new construction.1 We find a persistent
pap between the cost of building new housing

and its market price in major Canadian census
mefropf Titan areas iCMAs), 'fhis gap between

construction costs and price is largely due to

barriers to housing developments. These barriers

often stem from regularity hurtlem? but can also

include factors such as congestion and a lack of

transportation or access to developable land. These

barriers account for around 50 percent of the cost

of housing in the Vancouver area - an amount
equivalent to the cost of regulatory barriers that

other studies have found for Manhattan, New York

Cirv. In Canadian cities in which the market price
of new housing is snore than 20 percent higher than

die cost of construction, we estimate that, because
of die barriers to building more single-family

houses, homehuyers paid an extra $229,000 per new

house between 2007 and 2016.

Regulatory barriers to building new homes result
in higher prices for existing homes as well Policies

that reduce the supply of new housing result in

less competition in the resale market for existing
homes, boosting their price. For that reason, current

homeowners are often strong supporters of laud-

use regulations. In a second and separate analysis

below, we measure the effect of specific regulatory

burdens on house prices and have derailed price
and policy data tor Ontario municipalities. We

are able to estimate how much the price of single -

detached housing would lall it municipalities

rhat impose above- average costs and harriers on

housing development improved their performance

io the current, provincial average. We find that

the regulator}-' burden is around §45,000 for the

average single-detached home in Ontario, and

disc authors thank Jacob Iviin ids research assistance, Jereoiv Kronick, Michael Collins-Williams, John Cream Chris

Donnelly, Joshua Gottlieb, Christian Hilber, Brian Johnston, Hw Lloyd-Ellis, David Longwwth and anonymous
reviewers for their comments on an earlier droit. 'The authors retain responsibility for any errors and the views expressed.
As explained in maw detail below, we use measure- of construction cost thai exclude the cost of land. Conversely, when
prices are well below the cost ul construction, as in a few Canadian cities and as American sntdics have shown in mum
cuies, the- discrepancy milec'S. m ommspply oi' homing, usually became of tabhiy population while housing ««ki

1
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COMMENTARY ">!3

(.lvcr $100,000 in some municipalities. In addition,

high development charges and onerous land-use
restrictions are the largest driver of the regulator/

cost burden on housing.

We focus our analysts on single -detached

housing, which makes up more than half of all

housing in Canada according to the 2016 Census.

Our evidence shows that policies that restrict the

supply a these kinds of houses are a major cause

of their high price, much more so than low interest

rates and household growth have becn.s Across
Canada, the current owners of single-detached

homes enjoy higher prices for their homes at the

expense ofpeople looking to buy homes, such as
young and growing families, people looking to mote

to another part of Canada, and new immigrants.

Municipal governments and provinces can reduce

regulatory and development cost burdens on

housing by replacing development charges with

user fees, easing zoning restrictions, and allowing
lor greater flexibility in developing new housing in

pi aces with little land zoned for new housing.

of existing development (Hilfaer and Robert-

Nicoud 2013; Sab. 2010). Once homeowners
purchase a home, they sometimes have strong

incentives to prevent new homes from being

built or new developments from changing the

character of the neighbourhood in which thev
purchased. New homes create competition when
existing homeowners put their houses up for sale.

Competition lowers the potential rate of return on

investment in housing - the largest asset in many
households (Pisebei 2o01). As a result, existing

homeowners often support local government

policies such as zoning regulations that restrict

new development, resulting in NIMBYism - the
abbreviation for "not in my back yard."

The Effect of Land- Use Regulation on

House Prices

lire vast majority of studies on housing regulations

i:md that increasing die strictness of building

regulations increases housing prices by limiting the

growth of housing supply fCJyourko and Molloy

2015). For example, in a study of Boston -area

housing policies, Glaeser and Ward (2009) show

that individual regulations can reduce the supply of'

housing by up to 22 percent. Another study shows
that increasing the time to approve subdivisions

across US cities by one month led to a reduction
in building permirs by 10 percent {Mayer and

SomerviHc 2000). In a study of English cities,
Hither and Vernteulen (2016) show that house

prices would fall by around 25 percent if the most

restrictive region replicated the planning policies of
the least restrictive. US cities with more regulations

on housing supply had higher volatility in house

prices {Malpezzi and Wachter 2005), and house-

H O U SING s If P P L Y R E sT R ICTIO N S

and Prices

Although governments do not control geographical

barriers to development, they control housing

regulations. Many studies have investigated the

causes and effects of housing regulations around the

world, and we summarize them hereU

The Causes of Land-Use Regulation

Strict building regulations often emerge from

communities in which laud is scarce because

of geographical constraints or a large amount

Restricted be the availability I'fdaia, focus ho our analysis <>n single-detached dwelling. However, in many of the k;ubo
municipalities that we highlight in this Commentary, we expect a similar regulatory burden for higher-density housing such
as row houses, townhousex, apartmemjj, and condominkinis.
litis discussion 6 Nxed on the review by Gyourko and Moiiuv (201 5).

•j
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price hubbies during the 1980s and 1990s were
more pronounced in cities with strict regulation

(Glaeser, Gyourko, and Saiz 2008). Grout, Jaeder,
and Planting,! (2011) rind that die urban growth

boundary (akin co a greenhek) in Portland, Oregon,

increases residential prices only in neighbourhoods

where it constrains development, creating a nearby

amenity of green space that buyers value.

12 percent higher it all states moved only halfway

trom their current level of zoning restrictiveness

to that of the least restrictive state (Herkenhort,

Ohanian, and Prcscott 2017). Strict land-use
regulations also harm individuals more directly by
not allowing landowners to use their land tor their
most productive possible use. A US study found

that a one-third (approximately) increase in the

strictness of local regulations eliminated about
one- third of the potential economic use sat' the land

(Turner, ITaughwour, and van der Kktauw 201 4}, 4
Restrictions on housing development also

inform one of the key modern economic debates:

inequality. One study (Knoll, Schularick, and Steger
2017) has found that 80 percent of the increase in

home prices across 14 advanced countries since the

Second World War has been due to the increasing

prices of land, with construction costs holding

Hat. This pattern was not true in previous recorded

history. Rognlic (2015) shows that the increase

in house prices since 1945 explains almost all the

increase in the inequality of global wealth relative to
income as documented by Pikctty (2014).

Land-use regulations have at least one benefit:

they internalize negative building externalities,
such as pollution from industrial sites, resulting in

residents having a cleaner environment in which

to live. Land-use regulations such as greenbeks
can maintain local amenities, including views of

natural landscapes. These regulations generate social
benefits that might be more important tor certain

localities than the costs of building regulations
(Turner, Haughwout, and van der Kiaauw 2014;

Glaescr, Gyourko, and Saks 2005). Severer, and
Plantinga (2017), lor example, find that California's

The Costs and Benefits of Land-Use
Regulations

Housing regulations have an economic cost beyond

increasing home prices,. Restrictions on supply in

the largest urban areas mean fewer opportunities
for people from elsewhere to live and work in the

most productive cities. When people move from
low- to high - productivity locations, they improve

not only their own earning potential but that of

others around them. If restrictions on supply make

moving to high-demand areas too expensive, people

languish in low-productivity regions and lower

overall national economic growth, A study in the
United States found that overly stringent U;.i

regulations in highly productive cities like New

York or San Francisco prevented workers from

relocating from low-productivity regions to high-

productivity regions because of the gap in housing

prices between regions. Bv not relocating, potential

workers and people already in the high-productivity

regions are economically worse oft, slowing yearly
economic growth between 1964 and 2009 bv
0.3 percentage points per year and decreasing the

sive oi: the US economy by nearly 14 percent in

2009 (Hsieh and Morctts 2015). Another recent

study found that US labour productivity would be

1 inner, Haughwout, am' van der iClsamw i2f,)14) test causality and control tor social arid economic dMewnccs across dries
bv using fine-scaie geographical data. They compare properties directly across .municipal borders so that the nietiupoliian
area is otherwise identical except thai one block across the street, tor example, is subject to the regulation vii one

municipality while the comparison house h subjea to regulation in another.
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The Cost of Building Restrictions Across

Canada

In any competitive market without barriers to

entry, regard less of tire product being sold, a basic
prediction of economic theory is that the overall

market price for that good wi.il equal its marginal

cost of" production. 'Ok* premise of ground-breaking
work by Glaeser, Gyourko, and Saks (2005) that

we apply ro Canada is that an uninhibited and

Competitive market price for an average new single*

detached home should equal the marginal cost to

construct it. Imperfections in the market - which
car? include a lack nr available transportarion

options to new land sites, additional costs of

construction, lack ofland for development (for
regulator)' reasons, not natural geographv, as we
explain below), and a lack of competition among

landowners or builders - create a gap between

the marginal cost of construction and price. "1 huso
imperfections in the market for developing .land are

the indirect evidence we use that barriers of some
kind are driving up the market price ofland and,

therefore, ofhousing too.

CoastalJet raised real estate prices not through

restricting supply hut by generating amenities.

However, empirical and theoretical studies have
generally found that the cost imposed by housing

regulations in many cities largely outweighs the
benefits provided by land-use regulation (Gyourko

and Moiloy 2015), Our analysis below relates
solely to the economic costs of supply restrictions.
Policymakers should weigh these costs against the
benefits ot building-restriction regulations before

adding any additional regulations.

Tn f Gap Between Building

COSTS AND PRICES IN CANADIAN
URBAN AREAS

The Canadian evidence relating to restrictions on
house building is limited: it is largely based on.

the survey data of developers, and nor on actual
measures ofpolicy.5 The Canadian Homebuildcrs'

Association (2014) conducted annual surveys

of member companies for their views of critical

problems, The top national concerns for many
years, especially in Ontario, were the shortages and

high prices ofland on which ro build along with

high development cltarges,6 In tins section, we
Mriniatc the broad economic cost of restrictions on

new housing development for all major Canadian

metropolitan areas, In the following section,
using detailed data from Ontario municipalities,

we will identify the specific barriers to housing

development in that province.

The Cost ofHoming Construction (Excluding

I,and) in Urban .Areas

The marginal cost ot constructing a single-

detached house is primarily due to the costs ol

labour, materials, and time during its physical

construction. These costs vary across the country.
Statistics Canada reports the cost of construction of
a single -detached home for each CMA in Canada

N<* studies that we are aware of have iru-astired the eticcr of regulations nn houre prices in Canada. One study collected
developer viewpoint* across 48 Canadian title* and found that Onger approval timelines arid greater uncertainty; lugh
development costs, lacs, ami remuhiy pae valera te and a fmv degree sit' community suppon lor development decreased tiic
supply uf housing (Green et «! 20lt>}.

Another Canadian «tudv surwyrtl developer* in 20 urban areas and found a wide range ol development application lees and
prticcssing times, infrastructure charges, and other cost" on huikius. It did not, however, investigate the ctwi*«|uenceft of
thcH* policies (Rcafpac 2012, 2U120
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- an amount that excludes the cost of laml,' From
20U7 ro 2016, the average construction cost ranged
Front $200 per square foot or less in places such

as Abhntsford, BC, cities in New Brunswick, or

Kingston, Ontario, to between $300 and $350 per

square foot in Vancouver and Keiowna, BC, and
in Edmonton, litis last city is a good example of

the intuition behind our analysis here. 'flu- cost

of construction in Edmonton was the highest of
joy dty in Canada in die 2007-16 period, likely

because of high labour costs in construction due to
competition from high-paving construction jobs in

the nearby oil sands.

Owners of vacant land compete with each other
to offer housing developers terms they will accept

to build housing. In a market with many vacant

plots available, landowners will fiercely compete,

reducing the cost of land to the point at which

they are indifferent over whether to keep the land
an; is or »ell it to developers. If land is scarce, as

would result from restrictions on land use or traffic
congestion or a lack of transportation options
that makes travelling to more distant land costly,

those landowners who have land in areas that
governments have allowed to be used for building

will have market power. As a result, they can charge
developers a higher price for land — a price that

will he reflected in a higher cost tor tire homebuyer,

Similarly, if regulatory delays for builders lengthen
the time to construct houses or ifadditional fees

are applied by municipalities through development

charges, the result will be a higher cost of housing
up to the point that a sufficient number of buyers

will bc.tr.

Construction costs for single-detached
dwellings are also inherently higher in urban

arc,is with high demand or with hard-to- replicant

Oil rural amenities such as waterfront views.
In urban areas with little open land available,

developers will invest in higher-cost sites to

redevelop, such as former industrial land that they
must remediate. Vancouver and Toronto, two urban
areas with high demand, both had construction

costs above $350 per square foot in 2016, ranking
them second and fourth, respectively, among
Canadian metropolitan areas. Builders develop
land in high -demand urban areas more intensively,

providing either higher-quality homes or putting

more homes in a given area, both of which
increase construction costs per square foot. "Ihe

same effect will occur in areas with local amenities-,
such as waterfront properties: in an open housing

market, taller buildings will rise in high-demand
areas to house more people looking to live near

the -amenity. 'ihese taller buildings would become

substitutes for single-detached housing, expanding

to a point that keeps the cost of housing near the

local amenity at the marginal cost of construction
in a marker without barriers to building.

'I he marginal cost of construction for

condominiums or apartments is the cost to

developers of adding one move door to a famUlingd
As the price of land goes up, developers have an

incentive ro make land a smaller share of the cost
of building homes. Hence, as land prices increase
in urban areas with high demand, buildings get

taller. Sonic types of mid-rise apartments may have
declining costs per iffiffitkma.! floor. I. f that is the

Individual municipalities report permit values to Statistics Canada. Although each municipality may collect data slightly
differently, both Statistics Canada and ri«; prnvinchi fisianaul tt-porring guide in Ontario iniviw cities to report only on
physical construction costs.

In economic terms, a singJcderached home i» the margin;*) unit decision for siuglc-detached homchtiikim, while adding a
whole floor is the oi j-ghu! decision lor multi -reside ntiai t*uildt*r».
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case, builders would continue so build the nnwr
taller a* long as there was sufficient demand for

the additional units. However, at some point in
construction, each new floor added to a building

makes the construction project more expensive. For

example, at a certain height, developers must switch
from low-cost wood frames to more-expensive

concrete for structural strength, increasing the
marginal cost of adding that extra floor.9 As land
prices go up, developers build taller buildings with
an increasing marginal cost of construction up to

the point that buyers are still willing to pay that

price. I lowcver, in the case or government-imposed

zoning restrictions on building height, which arc

common in Canadian urban areas, the marginal
cost of construction of" an additional floor would be

less than the marker clearing price. Although we

do not have data for multi-residential construction,
this example demonstrates why the marginal cost of

constructing housing should determine the market
clearing selling price oi condominiums,

A number of US and UK studies have found

that 'the market for housing construction is

highly competitive, with no dominant -providers

(Glaeser, Gyourko, and Saks 2005; Cheshire and

Hifber 2008). We assume that the same is true
in Canada.10 Anv difference between the cost of
supply and the market price, especially over a long

period, is likely due to persistent restrictions on

access to new land.

Measuring the Barriers to Land Access in Canadian
Urban Areas

Following the method used by Glaeser, Gyourko,

una Saks (2005), we indirectly estimate a measure

of* the broad cost of barriers to building more
housing (sec the appendix for details). Most
other studies use the market price of all housing,
including both newly built and the existing stock
of housing. However, newly built housing is often

of a higher quality rhsrn the existing stock. We use
data from the Canada Mortgage and Housing

Corpora titan (CMHC) on the market price oi

newly built, singlc-detached homes sold into each

major Canadian urban area, lluit allows us to
compare the production cost and the market price
lor similar markets in terms of housing quality.

Wc use data on housing costs that include only
the physical construction costs and exclude costs

such as development charges, the price of kind,

and time costs (or each development application.
Ihese data allow us to isolate the marginal cost o!

construction,, following Giacser, Gyourko, and Saks

(2005), meaning that the gap between the marker

price of new homes and the physical construction
cost is likely caused by barriers exclusively due to

accessing land/lhc causes of these barriers could
include congestion on mads making access to

outlying areas difficult, delays in development,

exrra costs for developers, arid financing long-
term infrastructure through upfront development1

charges on developers passed on to homcbuym.

V Another cR.trnpk is tftat, u- limklenu get taller and hiwi.w or employ more people, there is a greater demand lor elevator*, A*

butidings become taller, the amount of floor space ik- voted to ehrriSHts increases in the point thar the cost ot adding another
Hum that would require an additional elevator would rate away enough othetwise saleable four space ta mate the marginal
cost of the extra door uneconomical.

10 Indeed, according to Industry Canada darn, more than 99 percent uf the over £1,000 establishments t» the residential
buildings construction industry in Canada have fewer than 100 employees. However, this statistic is nor a perfect measure
of competition because a large share of production may be driven by a icw large market players. 'Die situation will also differ
ar each local level.
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Ail these factors contribute to our measure oi'thc

construction-cost gap of harriers to land access.
Figure 1 presents the gap in dollars per square

foot between the average CM A--- level market

price for new homes sold between 2007 and

2016 and the average physical construction cost
tor single -detached housing in Canada's 30

largest CMAs over the same years (according to
Statistics Canada)." To calculate ihe final eust

ofconstruction, we add a 25 percent markup to

account for rise fixed cost of land. This markup

represents the inherent cost of providing some

services to land - a cost that is largely invariant
across urban areas. We also include a 17 percent

markup to account for the profit margin of

developers. "To make our results comparable, horh

additions arc identical to the assumptions made in
Glaeser and Gvourko (2017).

1 1 We do not iudarfe the CMAt of Saguen-ay (QC3 or Thunder Bar and Bnirirfbni (ON) because the CMHC doss no; report

complete information on the average cost of new* single-detached housing in those urban arcar.
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municipalities throughout the region have adopted
strict zoning rules that limit neighbourhood density.
In contrast,, the construction cost gap has been

closing in Ottawa arid has staved around 10 in
Montreal since 2007. It has remained largely fiat in
Calgary too.

For most CMAs, our cost incisure, which
is simply the difference between the building

construction cost per square foot and the market

price per square foot, is close ro zero/Ibis

minimal difference is to be expected in a normally

functioning municipal housing market, s~ However,
for a few CMAs such as Ahbotsford, BC} and
Vancouver, single -detached house prices exceed the

construction cost of new units by SI SO per square

foot or more. In Vancouver, the cost gap b £300 per

square foot (Figure 1). In some urban areas with
very little new [rousing demand, such, as Windsor

and London in southwestern Ontario, or Trois-

Rivicres and Sherbrooke in Quebec, the gap is

negative.'3 That result could reflect housing market
imperfections or an excess supply of housing due to
she durable nature of housing.

Given that the supply and demand sides of'

markets can take time to adjust, deviations of

house prices from building costs could arise in a

given CMA in a certain year. 1 Imvever, persistent
deviations of prices from construction costs are

clearer signals of barriers to development in a CMA
(Gyourko and Molloy 201 5). lire gap has been

positive and rising for single-detached housing in
both Toronto and Vancouver since 2007, reaching
over $200 per square foot in Vancouver (Figure 2).
"iise increase in the price of housing lias little to

do with increases in tire per square foot cost of

construction,'4 which did not increase nearly as
much as house prices from 2007 through 2016 in

Vancouver. It is no surprise that Vancouver has
the highest barriers to new construction, as many

Measuring the Cost ofBarriers to Land Access in

Canadian Urban /hem

1he Canadian results show that the regulatory
burden now makes up around 50 percent of the
cost of housing in the Vancouver area (Table 1} and

more than 20 percent in Toronto. In eight Canadian
urban areas Vancouver, Abbotsford, Victoria,

Keknvna, Reglna, Calgary, Toronto, and Ottawa-
Ga.fi ncau - new hnmcbuyers paid an average of
an extra $220,000 on a new house because of

limits on new building. If there were no barriers to

supply, developers would have produced, over the
period of- this analysis, more housing further along
their supply curve - and thus at a higher cost of

production - to meet market demand. Vancouver's

cost of homi ng restrictions are by far the largest

in Canada, resulting in a 50 percent extra cost of

1640,1100 for the average new house, and are among

the largest internationally as a share of market

costs. Using a similar methodology, though with
the market price of the existing stock and not new

units, other studies have estimated the regulation
burden to be around 68 percent in Brussels, about
50 percent in Manhattan around the year 2000
(Cheshire, Nathan, and Overman 2014), and

12 We also conducted die analysis using dw prices vf all houses in each CMA, not jusr new homes, using RKS data. In mor.t
cities, die ccwt of cumtructbw greatjv exceeded the market price. which if to be expected because the construction owt <>U
new'v built ktiu»c diouU exceed the average price ol houses being sold. To put >41 tenth* on a per square loot basis, we uh-
dara on the average itving-sir.e area single-detached house* in each CMA. unrig dam from RP8. See appendix for detail*.,

1 3 C.Kiiswa is an outlier in our analysis. Ir has a high cost ofconstruction (simitar to that in nearby 'ioronto) but ;s low salt-
price of new housing/IIm results in a rteyatiw construction gap.

14 'ihis result is similar to US findings that show that real consti action costs have increased by only one-third since the i*>70s,

but tbat residential land values quadrupled over the same period (Davis and Beathente 2007*;.
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as severe as 800 percent for UK. office buildings

l Cheshire arid Hilber 2008),

and their price. Data on construction costs are

available only at the CM.A level. However, specific

municipalities determine policies such as zoning

rules, development charges, or other potential

costs on housing. We collected detailed data at the

mumeipality-speciHc level provided by the Ontario

Ministry «f Municipal Affairs — data that might

Barriers to Building and High Housing Prices

in Ontario Municipalities

Our analysis so far lias looked at trie overall

gap between the construction costs of houses
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Restriction

cost

i|fypc

Average new

single-family

liousc price

(S thousands)

Increase in

cosi per new

house

(5 thousands)

Average t

living size

(squarefeet)

Number of
! units created { ($persquare

-j. juu/)

Restriction

cost

(percent ofcast)

CMA

Ottawa - Gatineau 1,873 2,953 23 492 11260

Regina 1,302 875 101 28 473 132

Calgary 1,737 5,449 88 24 631 152

Toronto 2,161 10,640 78 22 168751

Kelowna 1,727 561 120 27 775 207

]Victoria 1,812 691 146 37 720 264

Alibotsford 1,746 178317 51 607 311

Vancouver 1,999 3,524 322 50 1,298 644

Average of top-eight restrictive cities 229

Average ofall Canadian cities 113

Source: Authors calculations front RPS, CMHC, ui'id Statistics Canada data. All pi-ices' tire iii 2016 edtistaiit dollars,Agjjrcgase prices1 and chsls
are weighted by-the number pfpermits in each CMA per quarter. •• \ •• .

" . ' ' ' . . ' " . . ' :V

A fleet the price level of' single-detached dwellings

We also have data on the price of single-family

homes tor almost all Ontario municipalities. We
will now investigate the effect on single-family

house prices due to five potential harriers (see
ihShe 2 tor a summary of the average and worct

municipality in Ontario on each metric, and Box 1

for a description of each item):

• Ore share <u single -detached -dwelling building

permit* that require u zoning review;

* the average development charge levied on a

single-dmched dwelling in a municipality;

* the share of each municipality's hind that is zoned

for agriculture;

* the share of each municipality's land that is

designated for the Greenheft; and

* whether a municipality is subject to the Growth

Plan for the Greater Golden J lorseshoc.

15 Our analysis focuses tin siriele detached tutor prices. We do nee have price information on condominiums in a swriickm
nui»!<w o( cities to «*,>»< luct a similar snalva*. We do an afldirwna! test of the effect of supply ntsiriertnas on assgregaic
housing prices and report the remits in the appendix. 'lhc ic»ults ate largely similar.
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71s assess the economic cost of these policies,,

we calculate the relationship between the price of

single-Uctached dwellings in each lower - and single-
tier murikipaiity in Ontario and the ntunfoipalkyh
development cost and regulatory performance on
each of these metrics. We use the average of each,

municipality's regulatory and land-use policies listed

above for ail. years and compare that to 11 years

of housing prices for that municipality from 2005

through 2016. ,ft This regression analysis allows its to

isolate how much prices in a municipality respond

to, for example, what share of building permits must

go through a length}-' zoning: review or arc subject to

high development charges, while holding constant

other characteristics of that municipality, such as the

income of irs residents or the share of land dedicated

to agriculture. See the appendix for details.

The Regulatory Causes ofHigh Housing Prices hi

Ontario Mun icipaiitics

The first step to assessing the effect of supply

constraints is to control for factors that would

influence the demand for housing. We control for
annual income and annual household growth in

each municipality and for other metropolitan area-

arid year-specific factors. We find a relationship

between increasing development costs and delays
and land-use limitations that leads to an increase
in the overall cost of single-detached dwellings.

Restrictions on building new homes ripple through

16 Our method tollvws that of Hilbcr and Vermeulen (2016), who show the effect of development and planning policies on
house prices in the United Kingdom. Ihey also include an instrumental variable technique to control for potential reverse
causality such that zoning and development charges make a municipality more desirable or that people build higher quality
houses, which then causes demand to rise compared with -areas with less -/.oning. Because they find that the results of
development policy ate the cause «S higher house price:-:, and not the reverse, we do not rephrase their instrumental variable
approach.
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Hie Ontario Building Code specifies that once u developer submits an application for a single-
detached dwelling that fits the existing zoning and applicable laws of a municipality, the municipality

must cither approve or reject it within 10 days. If a developer or a municipality believes a building
permit application might not meet local zoning requirements, these permit applications are placed
into a separate stream that is not subject to am* time limit. Toronto has the highest share ofpermit

applications subject to this review (82 percent, compared to 27 percent in the rest of the GTA), and
projects in this category undergo an extensive project review. A municipality with an above-average
number of housing developments subject to a review process is likely to see higher home prices.

Most major single-, upper-, and lower-tier municipalities levy a development charge on the
developers of new buildings. We calculate the average combined development charge rate, which
was in excess of $66,000 in Vaughan, compared to around $31,000 for the other 94 municipalities
that levy a development charge; in many other places, there is no development charge. As Dachis
(forthcoming) reveals, a number of studies around the world show that higher development charges
increase the price ot housing.

Most Ontario municipalities track the amount of land within their municipal boundaries
which has been zoned tor agriculture. When municipalities have a large share of land dedicated to
agriculture (such as Hamilton,, which has about halfof its land zoned tor agriculture), less land is
available for greenfiekl housing construction (construction on undeveloped land, which is usually
former agricultural land). Hie resulting shortage of land leads to increases in home prices. It often
takes many years even to attempt to rezone land designated for agriculture into land available for
new housing. The uncertain and long rezuning process means that municipalities with a large share

of land zoned tor agriculture will likely see high house prices,
ihe province oi Ontario created the Greenbelt surrounding existing development in the OTA

in 2005. The Greenbelt extends trom the Niagara Region to surround the majority of the existing
development to the North and East (Figure 3). New development an Greenbelt land is heavily
restricted. Hie Greenbelt includes both agricultural land and park space arid represents as much as
80 percent of the area of the town of Caledon and 3S percent for the average Ontario municipality.

In addition to the Greenbelt, the province of Ontario also has growth plans that apply to

municipalities both inside and outside of the Greenbelt (the beige shaded area of Figure 3).
Municipalities in these regions are required ro approve a certain share of their homes within
existing urban development boundaries (the dark purple areas oi Figure 3), and new developments
outside rhe existing growth boundaries must be of a certain density (see Ontario 2017). Starting
in June 2009, municipalities subject to the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe were
allowed to approve new developments outside their existing urban growth boundary only if the new
developments met a densification target of at least 50 jobs or 50 residents per hectare. In addition,
municipalities had to meet an intensification target that 40 percent of all new approvals needed to
he within the existing urban growth boundary. The province recently released a. revised Growth Plan

C .* n i. J

that will increase the densification target to 80 jobs or 80 people per hectare and require 60 percent
of new development to be within existing growth boundaries (Ontario 2017). We expect die Growth
Plan to have the largest effect on house prices in municipalities that have a large amount ofland
zoned tor agriculture.
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else entire market, making the average existing

home - nor just new houuo - in each mimkipAitv

snore expensive for the billowing reasons (aster

holding other possible policies and differences

across cities constant; see Appendix Table 1,

column 4).

average (as reported in 1 able 2), For example,

loronto requires that over SO percent of ail build in.a;

permits go through a zoning review. We estimate
what the change in prices would be if it ~ along

with every other municipality with an above-

average zoning review rate - required reviews
only at the provincial average rate of 34 percent.

Similarly, Vaughan requires, on average, over
$66,000 hi development charges. We show what the

change in housing costs would be if development

charges there - along with other cities with high

development charges - were around the current

provincial average of S3 1,000.

We estimate the effects for the cities of Uttawa,

Toronto, and Hamilton and for individual GTA

imver-tier municipalities, then create a region-

wide weighted average for Durham, York, Peel,
Haiton, and Niagara regions (Table 3)2 5 Cutting

development charges to the provincial average

would have the largest effect in York and Peel

regions, reducing single-detached home prices
by around $78,000-$52f(X)0. One of the single

largest increases in singlc-detached home prices
due to regulations is in Toronto, because of its

high rate of subjecting single-detached building-

permit applicants co a zoning review. Cutting the

stoning review rate to the provincial average would

reduce single-detached home prices in Toronto by

527,000. 3 he total benefit of reducing develonmenr

and zoning costs by half would be an over $80,000

reduction in single -detached dwelling prices in York

Region and nearly $75,000 in Toronto.

* A nis.inieipa3.irv that puis ad homes through

a zoning review would make single-detached
homes 3 percent' more expensive than a

municipality that did so tor none.

* Every 10 percent isicnraw in development'

charges on a new single-detached dwelling results
in homes increasing in price by 0,45 percent.'*

* A municipality with half its land in the Greenbelt
would have 14 percent higher prices than a

municipality vrith no land in the Greenbdt.1''

17

* A niimictpaliiy subject to rhe Unwth I 'San

with halt ox land zoned sin agriculture would

have home pricci, -about 6 percent higher than a

municipality with the same share of land zoned
fur agriculture not subject to the Growth Plan.

* A .municipality subject to the Growth Plan

with half its land zoned for agriculture would

have homes 6 percent more expensive than a

municipality also subject to the Growth Plan
with no land zoned fur agriculture.""1

"litest: specific policies directly influence housing

prices mi their own. Taken together, what do

these results mean in practice for major Ontario
municipalities? We estimate how much single-

detached dwelling prices would fall if each

municipality that had above-average barriers to

supply lowered them ro the current provincial

I 7 YVbitc economically significant, this, revolt !•: not statistically different from zero tn our ntajn results, fciUinx lust short of

statistical sigmiic.incc at the 10 percent level.

15 Ibis conclusion assumes that interest rates lor a conventional mor tgage are at 4.5 percent. It results from an interaction

variable produced by interest rates and the development charge in each municipality. See the appendix tor details.
14 We do not include the Greetibeit around Ottawa.

(to tho analysis is based sm iui interaction of the Growth Plan with the share of land in each municipality that is zoned for

agriculture. Sec the appcmitx lor details.

31 We weight the totals from lower-tier iminiupalitv hv its stock of single-detached dwellings.
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Reduction in price if

municipalities

2016 average

single-family

dwelling price

Total

reduction in

CObtS

Price with

restrictions

reduced

Restrictions as

share of SIT)

price

Had provincial

average .
, , average zoning
development I v :v f

, ; approval rate
charges '.;

1 lad provincial
Region

; Actualprice [ Reduction inprice Predictedprice (percent)

, Durham Region 554 -27 -3 -29 525 5

York Region 969 -78 -3 -81 888 8

Toronto 943 -47 -27 -74 869 S

Peel Region 714 -52 0 -52 662 7

Hitlton Region 771 -49 -52-3 719 -7

Hamilton 436 -13 0 -13 i 3423

Niagara Region 319 -2 -1 -4 315 1

Waterloo Region 2414 -9 0 -9 405

UestofGGH 393 -S -3 382-11 3

Rest of Ontario

.jSource:;.Authors-; calculatipnsTroln:QhtaritlAIinlsuyolh^1unicipal^^fai^s;^RPSiiBl1doS^aLis^ira^(sinada:data;4Notc;^i^ppr^^vd:ratcds^]10t,

statistically significant :at the 10 percent level. ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' -

291 -2 289-1 1

We estimate the effect it municipalities increased

the amount of land available for development to

be in line with the average municipality in. the

province. We also estimate the effect if each city

lowered, the amount of agricultural and Greenbdt

land to the provincial average, and without bemg

subject to the Growth Plan ffable 4). in Niagara

Region and Hamilton, for example, municipalities

have a large share of land zoned for agriculture.

Allowing development on a portion of land in a
municipality dedicated for the Greenbelf could

reduce single-detached dwelling prices by around

§50,000 in Hamilton and around S25,000-S30,0i)(.}

in York and Halton regions. Loosening the

restrictivencss of the Growth Flan would haw

the greatest effect on municipalities with a large

share of land zoned for agriculture: over $20,000

in Hamilton and in the Durham and Niagara

regions. Zoning, not necessarily developing, more
of the agricultural land in a municipality to make

it available for residential use - while keeping the
size of the Greenbelf constant - would reduce
home prices by as much as $15,000 in Hamilton

and $13,000 in Niagara Region and other parts

27
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Reduction in price ifinunicipaiitics . ..
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2016 average j1£Jtj

single-

family

dwelling

price

had
provincial i were not provincial.

subject to '. average:
Growth share ofland

Plan

Total

reduction in

costs

Price with

restrictions

reduced

Restrictions

as shareof

SFD price

average

share of

land iir

Green belt11.

Region
z.oncd for

agriculture'1'

Predicted

price
Reduction inpriceActualprice \ (percent)

Durham Region 554 -23-16 "•{> 510-45 8

York Region 969 -30 -14 -44 925-1 5

Toronto 943 00 0 : 0 943 0

; Peel Region 714 -8 -17-2 698

Hahott Region 771 -13-26 0 -39 732 5

Hamilton -49436 -27 -15 -91 345 21

Niagara Region 319 -20-12 -13 -45 274 14

: Waterloo Region ; 414 0 -14 -9 -24 391 6

Rest of GGH 393 -2 -16 -13 -31 362 S

Rest of Ontario 291 0 „20 -3 289 1

T Approval rate is not statistically significant at the 10 percent IeveL ' '

iSourcerAutborsltalculations h'oru Ontario.Miiiistry oHVUutidpal AtrairsHUJ8i andiSiatisiics1 Oanada'Jaloi'-

of the Greater Golden Horseshoe beyond the

Greenhelt. Increasing the amount or land available

for development and relaxing the Growth Plan

would have the greatest efteet in outlying areas of

rhe Greater Golden Horseshoe, Taken together,

loosening restrictions on land availability tor new

single-detached housing could reduce home prices

by $90,000 in Hamilton and around S45,000 in the

Durham, York, and Niagara regions.

A modest increase in land availability for housing

development, along math cutting development

and zoning costs to the provincial average, would

reduce the price of singlc-dctachcd housing by

over $70,000 in Toronto and die Peel and Durham

regions, S 90,000 in Haiton Region, over SI 00,000

in Hamilton, and nearly 1125,000 in York Region
(Figure 4). Province -wide increases in housing

costs are due about equally to restrictions on land
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Additional cost on

single-family home

(S thousands)

140 ....

Development and zoning costs

Restrictions on grecnfield land use
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1
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development and development costs and delays, for
a total cost of S45,G0u.

What are the total, economic costs of these

restriction policies? Multiplying the provincial

average restriction by the total stock of single-

detached homes produces staggering totals, The

largest total benefit would come from reducing

development charged, wliich would reduce the
total cost of housing in the province by $57 billion.
Relaxing the Growth Irian and opening up a

portion of the Grecnhek would each have the

second-largest benefit of $21 billion in savings.

Altogether, reducing regulatory' and development

burdens province-wide as outlined in Tables 3 and 4

would reduce the cost of single-detached dwellings

by a total of SI 23 billion. Policymakers should

weigh these costs on housing against their potential
benefits, to determine if the regulations they have

put in place, such as the Growth Plan and turning,
pass a cost -benefit test.
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price/changes due to
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The Relative Cost ofSupply Restrictions Vcrms

De m a n d StmmIns

What are the relative effects of supply restrictions

compared to other possible demand drivers of

higher house prices' Hie average cost oi a single-

detached dwelling in municipalities in the GTA

in 2016 was $828,000 {Figure 5).21 The policies
oi rnimklpal governments in the GTA and the

province have resulted in prices that are, on average

across the region, $25,000 higher because of

restrictions on land use and $62,000 higher because

22 Trie ifay <>' lor-, mto and Durham, Yurk, Feci, and f taken segDns.
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ot -above-average development oasts, .mil delays.
One fif'the main questions for policymakers is

how much home prices have been inflated through

higher demand due to the low interest j'ates that

have been in phnx since 20UB (Ikayl and Lloyd -

Ellis 2016). Policymakers will want to know what

the likely effect of an increase in interest rates

will be on the broader economy, with housing

costs being the main channel Lee Kronick 20] ?}.
.Similarly, sonic dries have seen a large influx of

households, driving up prices.

We add interest rates to the analysis used above

to determine, in. an admittedly rudimentary way,

the effect the chartered bank conventional five-year

mortgage rate had on house prices in any given

year.21 We find, as expected, that house prices go
down as mortgage rates increase, reflecting lower

demand for housing (Figure 5}L4 Wo take our

estimated relationship between house prices ami

mortgage rates and ask what the hypothetical

price response in the Ontario market would be

if mortgage rates increased by 50 percent. With

mortgage interest rates averaging 4.7 percent in

2016, we therefore examine the effect on house

prices if mortgage rates increased by 2.3 percentage

points, reaching 7 percent - a level last seen before

the 2008 recession. We find that such a rate increase
would decrease the value of single-detached

dwellings bv 131,000. If cities across the GTA

had no household growth instead of their annual

average growth over the last three years, house

prices would be 113,000 lower, ihis rough estimate

shows the relative importance of supply restrictions

on the price of housing. Even a dramatic increase

in interest rates and a full in household growth

would not have the same effect as reducing supply

barriers fsuch as cutting development charges ur

zoning requirements) in reducing the cost oi single-

detached housing.

PC L I C Y R E C O M M E N DAT I O N 5

Municipalities and provinces across Canada

can take steps to reduce the economic cost of

restrictions on new building. Among other steps

discussed in more detail elsewhere (Clayton 2015),
the three obvious steps are to reduce zoning

barriers, remove water and wastewater services from

development charges (replacing them with a utility-
based fee-for-usc model), and to ease restrictions on

greenficJd housing development.

Reduce Zoning and Approval Barriers

Why does the City of'ioronto hare tire

highest zoning review rater Although Toronto
amalgamated its six constituent municipalities in

1998, it has not yet fully updated the specific zoning

rules that lay- out the allowable height or density

on any given piece of land, nor has it updated some

zoning bylaws since the 1950s (Tuckey2017).
"Ihese outdated zoning regulations mean that new

developments arc contrary to the existing zoning

bylaws, necessitating a lengthy and costly zoning
review. Outdared zoning bylaws would make

33 We have only the annua! average* at interest rates, Urhcr writeru, such a« <.«iac»er, Gottlieb, and Gyourka U-OlOi,

investigate tiic cftt-ct of interest rate» on US house price; a longer time series going hack t«» U>75, with in»r-r
variation m interest races than in the period we study. Ibey find that interest rates explain one-hfth of the rise in US
home prices from IfL6 to 2006,

24 Because we are using house prices reported on an annual basis, we take the annual average of the interest rare on the

typical five-year conventional mortgage that the Bank of Canada reports on a monthly basis: hrrps://www.bsmk»>kfitiada,
ca/vq»-oontcnt/uploadS''20t(!/0,J/<ieJijcteeUustarical	vt2252l.pdf. VVc interact tlse annual average of the interest rate wiili
each municipality's income fcvyl that yrat.'Ihat provides lor variation across lauitieipalitics in the interest rate and is an

additional right-hand side variable in the regre-Mnn presenfed in the appcmlbi.
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infill development, similar to single-detached

houffiig, difficult to approve in neighbourhoods

that have zoning permitting only very low -density

bousing. Ontario municipalities, and Toronto in

particular, should update their zoning bylaws to
march focal regulations with official plan* that

lay out municipal-wide objectives. In addition to

reducing the length of the zoning review process,

municipalities can adopt better approval practices,

such as allowing electronic permit applications

(rather than requiring paper filing) or using external
professionals as well as municipal stall to review

building permits (Duong and Amborski 201 71,

Toronto frequently uses a clause in the Planum]*

Act - the legislation governing municipal zoning

policy - that allows it to require additional payments

from developers in exchange for a site-specific

variance from zoning bylaws (Moore 201 H). These

additional payments, known as Section 37 payments
for the relevant part of the Ad. increase uncertainty

for developers and therefore inemwe rise cost of

housing. Municipalities may also have an incentive

t<* keep zoning bylaws- out of* date - necessitating
snore project reviews -- because updating them would

take away future Section 37 payments. The province

should place greater restrictions on the use of Section

37 of the Pliittnmff/kt, m municipalities would have

a greater incentive to set more appropriate zoning

regulations. While amenities inert-. tse die value rtf
housing, requiring developers m finance them result*

in homebuildcrs paying upfront for these kinds < >f

services, A better solution, discussed in more detail

below, is to finance municipal amenities over the life

of the service,

Vancouver has a similar zoning problem to

Toronto's, Outdated zoning restricts the ability

of developers to build more homes in existing
neighbourhoods. Municipalities negotiate with

developers to provide "Cooiniunity Amenity

Contributions'* when a development proposal exceeds
zoning bylaws (Davjd.olt 2016, 2017). As in Toronto,

the solution is to update zoning laws and then allow

developers to build without additional approval

whatever suits the market within those rules.

Reduce Development Charges

Developers pay development charges to compensate
municipalities for the cost of building municipal

infrastructure that services homes and commercial

properties in a newly developed area (Dachix,

forthcoming). Development fees are politically

popular because they are portrayed as money paid

by profitable developers rather than by homeowners,

who have little appetite for increased property taxes.
Ihe largest single component of these charges

- ranging- from 20 percent of total charges in
Toronto, Ottawa, and other cities to over half

in many suburban GTA areas - is for water and

wastewater construction. It would be better to

charge for these services based on actual end

use, as is common in electricity and natural gas,

instead of through up-front fees. Only if cities

charge the full cost of both annual operations

and construction through gradual depreciation
of assets will consumers pay the full cost of water

assets, When customers pay the fed! cost of using

an asset on a life-cycle basis, they arc making the
choice of consuming the right amount of water

every time they turn on the taps or Hush their

toilets. Water prices on end use are too low in
many places, partly because of municipal reliance
on capital financing from development charges.

Removing development charges tor water and

wastewater and charging consumers only on end

use would better reflect the full use of water,

leading to less ovcrconsuinption of water as well
(Ecofiscal Commisson 2017). Eliminating these
water and wastewater development charges would
amount to a reduction in development charges

similar to what we estimate above for many cities,
making this suggestion a realistic approach to

reducing the cost of housing. House prices would
decrease hv the extent to which households place
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homes (as shown in Table 4). Further, these targets
may not be appropriate across all cities subject to
the Growth .Plan because they all have different

intensities of existing residential developments and

many will face challenges in meeting these targets

{Mabne Given Parsons 2017), Density" targets in

areas with access to nearby transit may be sensible

bar may not be cost effective across tire entire area

currently subject to the Growth Plan. As such, rhey
should be easily relaxed in cases where they are not
sensible.

Finally, the province should review the coats,
as shown in Table 4, as well as the benefits of

preserving or expanding the Greenbelt around the

G'lA. While some of the Greenbelt is parkland
open to the public, much of it is agricultural land

that has more in common with industrial land
than green space. A UK study (Cheshire and

Sheppard 2002) found that the value people place
on. the visual amenity of inaccessible Greenbelt

space, such as agriculture, was much less than
their value of accessible Greenbelt park space (in

2015 Canadian dollars, S3,300 versus $8,000). In
addition, UK Greenbelt policies were regressive in
that high-income households were able to enjoy

Greenbelt space, but low-income urban residents,

often without vehicles, did not have access to
the Greenbelt but paid the cost of the Greenbelt

through higher home and rent prices. More recent

studies have shown that UK Greenbeks have no

amenity value beyond the owners of homes within
the Greenbelt area, and that even those who lived

the Greenbelt put no value on living close
by (Gibbons, Mourato. and Rescnde 2011), The

net result of a cost-benefit analysis may show that

the greatest net benefit comes from expanding the

Greenbelt while allowing more development on
land closer to the existing urban boundary.! hat

goal can he accomplished by loosening the intensify

and density target of the Growth Plan.

a discounted value on the future costs of higher

water fees, as opposed to paying upfront for these

costs with development charges.

Many of the costs of other municipal services
covered by upfront development charges are not
amenable to user Dec. For example, police and fire

services are often a part ui development charger,
However, there is no need for governments to

charge for these services upfront. If these services

benefit the entire municipality, new residents In

newly constructed houses should pay tor these

services with property taxes at the same rate as
existing residents. If there are some benefits that

are specific to the new area, cities can finance these

services either with area-specific property taxes ru

by creating special-purpose bodies that provide

services to the new neighbourhood and can collect

revenues only front residents of the new area.

Review Restrictions on Greenfield Housing

Development

Developers usually build greenheld single -detached

residential development on what was previously
agricultural land. However, developers in G TA

municipalities are facing a shortage of land
available for new housing development (Clayton

201 5). The primary cause is not the Greenbelt,

but because suburban municipalities are not

enabling development on land between the existing
urban boundary and the Greenbelt. '{"his result is

consistent with the data in Table 4, showing that

municipalities with a high share of land zoned lor

agriculture in cities subject to the Growth Plan have

higher housing costs.

The denffficp.tion and intensification measures

in the provincial Growth. Plan likely explain the
lack of development on land between existing

urban areas and the Greenbelt (see Box 1 for
details), "Ihcse policies lim.it the availability of land
for residential development, increasing the cost of

i iCeTl
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Conclusions

Restrictions and extra cuits on building new
housing - such as zoning regulations, delays
on. permit approvals, development charges, and

limits on greenhdd housing development — are

dnumtieailv increasing the price of housing, hv
over SI 00,000 in some Ontario municipalities.

More generally, barriers to development on

housing, which is die overall gap between the wast
oi building new housing and the market price, are

also substantial in a number of" areas in British

Columbia and across the Greatxsr Toronto Area.
Municipal governments and provinces should

enable more housing construction by taking

steps such as easing restrictions on developing

agricultural Sand, simpl.ity.ing and updating zoning
bylaws, and reducing development charges.
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APPENDIX

Barriers to Land Development

For our analysis at the Census Metropolitan Areas (CMA) level, we use the sale prices of single-dctached
new* dwellings compiled be the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMilC) XI lie CMHC data
allow us to isolate the average market price or new housing units - a price that is directly comparable to

the average cost of construction of new housing hi the same CMA.
Glaeser and Uyourko (201?) estimate the cost of barriers to construction tor each city as the market

price of housing IP) minus the Minimum Profitable Production Cost (MPPC), with both expressed in per
square foor terms.' 1 he M PPC is MPPC « (CC r L/'EP, where CC is the cost ofconstruction, L is the
cost of acquiring land, and EP is the margin that developers earn as profit.

For construction costs, we use the value of building pennies and number ot new units created for single -
detached dwellings bv CM As f or the same period set out in Statistics Canada Cansim Series 026-0001.
hratistics Canada reports building permit value from the CMA -wide total ot its month! v Building and
Demolition Permit Survey; Permit value is defined by Statistics Canada as "the value of' the construction
project as reported by the permit applicant or us estimated by the municipa!ity.M'!his value does nor include

renovation costs. This permit value closely reflects the structure construction cosrX" We also compared our
data to those from the Altus Group (201 7), which produces cost per square foot ranges for simple, single -
detached wood-frame houses for nine CMAs, "those cost data are based exclusively on hard construction
costs, assuming average quality finishes, and exclude regulatory costs. In all cases, our construction costs

are higher than the high end of that range - meaning, if we are overestimating construction costs, we are
underestimating the cost oi land access. We conduct our analysis on a per square foot basis to make the
construction cost comparable to the market-price value. We assume that new construction homes have dm
same average living space as existing single-detached homes as reported in Real Property Solutions (RPR)
data. Wc collected average square torn size of existing siaglc-detstched dwellings in each CMA from HPS
of all homes from 200? to 2016. Wc compared the daca for existing homes to less comprehensive data
provided at a provincial level of the size of new homes from 2012 t o 2014, as compiled by the Canadian
Home Builders' Association (2012, 2013, 201.4} from a survey ot homchuilders. 'Die square footage
amounts are similar, giving us confidence in using the more detailed square foot data from RPS.

We are required to make assumptions for the remaining terms of L and EP. Glaescr and Gyourko
(2017) use "'an industry rule of thumb that suggests land values arc no more than 20 percent of the sum
of physical construction costs plus land in a relatively free market with few restrictions on buiklingAThey
state that this measure is based on an ad hoc survey of" home builders and is one that has held true for

25 Ontario drier provide more detail on how they report construction value for the Ontario Ministry of' Municipal Affairs
Financial Information Return, The riling manual scire*: "The total value otVonstructirm activity Is the hard construction
or demolition ww, inclnviing: All general cower wctton. labour and equipment; plumbing, heating and air conditioning;
clevriors and other building services and sire- seniccs and landscaping inside the property line*, contractor*
««wrhesd and profit; and pruvind.il stiles tax These costs will appioximate. a construction tender in mmt cases/Hie value
of lonstnicrirtii shmitd not include: Ct»*t o! land, prote-ssioival design fees; sott costs, such as financing, marketing, legal,
appraisal, surveying, soil- testing or remediation, development charges; furnishings and process equipment hawed in the
building; and allowances," See hupr.//eii«.fma.£%%gov.on.v3:'°fir/t iu;tn.>e«onM3R.j!0]M;s2USH0i,>.pdt
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nearly a decade since some of their original work. Vacant land sales are also rare in Canada. MCAP (2017)
provides an estimate of lot values for a series of locations across Toronto. Between 2015 and 201 7, land
prices in all parts ofToronto were never above 20 percent of" the total cost of housing, usually ranging

around 10 to 15 percent. Further, kind prices beginning in 2012 (when MCAP began this time series)
show tint i hind prices were flat or declining from then to 2015 in most of Toronto. By using the 25 percent

assumption ol land costs, we arc perhaps understating those costs.
Glaeser and Gyourko (2017) calculate, without explaining how, gross margins (EP) by implying them

from the overall rates of: return from developers of between 9 to 11 percent. From that, they estimate gross
margins ot 17 percent. Industry Canada data on residential construction profitability provide conflicting
perspectives ot whether Canadian developers are more or less profitable than those in the United States/5

Oil the one hand, the average rate of return in Canada for residential construction in 2015 (the latest

year of data) appears to be lower, with profits representing 7.4 percent of* total revenues — lower than in

the United States;. On the other hand, Industry Canada estimates that gross margins were 33.5 percent -

higher than in the United States. Taken together, these differing results suggest no clear reason to deviate
from the Glaeser and Gyourko (201 7) assumptions. However, in a sensitivity test, we find that if we use

the 33.5 percent rate of return, it does not change results dramatically. Doing so lowers our price- to-cost
gap by only 13 percent in Vancouver and Ahbotsford, BC.

Out ario-Specific Analysis

for our analysis or the effect of specific housing regulations on the level of' the price of housing, we start

ivtrh data from the Onfario financial Information Return (FIR). We use information from Schedule SOD
from 2014 through 2016, which was Schedule 92 in previous years, to collect information on land use, the

share of building-permit applications that require additional zoning approval, and permit approval tunes.
We use Schedule fa2 to collect information on development charges. Because many municipalities have
multiple development charges that apply in different parts of the municipality and for different services,
we create a single total development charge amount based on the average reported total figure from the

sum ot the lower- and upper-tiei total development charges. For municipalities that do not report a

development charge, we assume they do not levy one. Because ir takes time for a policy-induced supply
constraint to affect house prices, we take the average over all years for each of the policy variables we use

as controls in our regression (see Table 2 for information on the years and number of municipalities that
report data for each variable). Our approach follows that of Hifber and Vermeulen (2016), who rake the

average jurisdiction-specific rejection rates and development rates of their sample of English cities.
Wc use Geographical Information System software to estimate the share of each Ontario municipality's

land that is within the Grccnbclt. based on maps from the Ministry of Natural Resources as well
uLii maps horn Shstisrics Canada. In ail, 97 Ontario

municipalities have some ot their land in die Greenbek. We assume that other municipalities have no
land subject to the Greenbek, Wc also find a large degree of reporting error among cities in regard to the
share of each municipality's land that is zoned for agriculture. We rake the most common entry for the
total hectares ofland zoned tor agriculture in the municipality and use that amount in place of either

JO

2f» )itrps://mvw.ie.gi*.ca/app/wcrrapptds/j>eriorm«nce/2;ff>l.
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missing values or when the amount of agricultural land deviates by more .than 20 percent from the most
commonly reported number for the municipality. A. similar year-over-year change in land development
is unlikely to occur.

We merge the data from the FIR with Statistics Canada data at the CMA or Census Agglomeration

(CA) level tor employment income. Nearly half the municipalities fail into the broad "non-CMA/
CA" category, covering 1.1 mil! ion people as of 201 6. 'there are -42 other CM As, ranging in size from
loronto as the largest, with a population of over 6 million, to those with just over 10,000 people - such as
H-awkesbury, Elliot Lake, or Ingersoll. Some CAs and CMAs do not have employment income data for all
years. To estimate income for those affected municipalities, we assume that income changed in that CA or
CMA at the same rate as the rest of the province relative to the first year in which we have income data for
the CMA. As of our publication date, Statistics Canada has also not released income data for 2016 at the
CMA level. Wc use provincial-wide employment income from Cansim Table 384-0002 and assume that
the year-over-year growth in income is the same across the province, and we apply that growth rate to each

CMAs 201 S income level We take the log of each year's employment income and include that as a control
in all our regressions.

In our final srep, we merge our FIR and Statistics Canada data with single-detached house price
data available at the individual municipality level from RPS, which provides price data for nearly every
municipality with a population over a few thousand people. Wc have sale price information both for
single-detached housing and the aggregate price of housing in each municipality for every year since 2005.
'litis information allows us rn rest the effect of supply barriers, using the average annual price for each year

from 2005 through 2016.

In our regression analysis, our dependent variable is the natural logarithm of the price of single-
detached housing. In ail regressions, we control for the income in the CMA, whether the municipality is
rural or urban (according to RPS), as well as for CM A/CA fixed effects. Following Hilber and Verrnculen

(2(116), our regression equation in its simplest form is as follows:

log(P,J * BJva x,.,,,, + i>2.,vC + B3rt + u(

if.,,, is the price of single family housing (which we take in log form} in year r, in municipality which is

a subdivision of Census Division which is located in a Census Metropolitan Ami/Agglomeration m. All
our re.

variables .v are the average over all periods t over every year in which the municipality i reports data. Taking
the average of policy variables allows us to eliminate some of the endogeneity of the effect that higher
prices may have on the desire to introduce stricter land-use control. Such averaging means we cannot
include controls for each municipality i to reflect municipality-specific fixed effects. Some policy variables,
such as development charges, are partially set by the upper-tier government, which is the same definition

as the Census Division We also include controls of employment income e in each Census Metropolitan
Area/Agglomeration m in each year /. We also control for the Canada-wide interest rate r in each year t.
All time, series variables are stationarity in differences. These same variables are cointegrated and, as such,
we run the regression in log-kvcls.

In the first two regressions, wc exclude the Census Division controls. In the third, fourth, and fifth
regressions, we also include controls for the 42 Census Division in which each municipality is located.
However, as many ofour control variables, such as the application of the Growth Plan, vary only at the
Census Division level, in the second, fourth, and fifth regressions we use an interaction variable of the

car rand Census Metropolitan Area/Agglomeration m. Our policy
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Aggregate

llmne Price
Price of Single-del ached Swelling

%')
U'%)

Dependent Variable

(4) preferred

specification
(1) (*0 .(3) (5)

f

0.122*

(1,88)

-0.0952**

(-2.74)

-0.09.52"

(-2.73)

0.122*

(1.88)

0.106*

{1.81)
Municipality is rural

1.234" 1.1%**

(2.26)

-0.229 1,214" 1.330"

(2.37)
Log ofemployment income in CMA - annual

(-0.32) (2. IS)(2.33)

0.103" 0.102" 0.0602"

(3.28)

0.0585**

(3.20)

0.0532"

(2.88)
Annual household growth rate

(4.33)(4.29)

0.000663

(0.77) i
: 0.0000108 0.0000102

(0.01)

0.000665

(0.77)

0.000249

(0.26)
Average days to approve single-family home

(0.013

Average share ofhouse permit applications requiring

rczomug

0.162"
(5.60)

0.162" 0.0534

(1.52)
0,0534

(1.52)

0.0465

(1.20)(5.60)

0.00401

(0.08)

0.00455

(0.09)

0,0628

(0.91)

0.0635

(0.91)

0.0608

(0,78)
Share of municipality's laud zoned agriculture

Maximum combined upper- and lower-tier DC tor 20 12

2016 (thousand - log)
0.136"

(3.93)

-0.00407

(-0.25)

0.0640"

(6,69)

0.06SI"

(2.12)

0.0469

(1.53)

0.194"

(2.18)

0.194"

(2-17)

0.273

(1.2'J)

0.273

(1.29)

0.290

(1.45)
Share of land area ofcity in GreenbeU:

-0.0919

(-1.54)

-0.0918

(-1.54)
Indicator ifciry is subjeer to Growth Plan

City subject to Growth Phut times share of land zoned
agricultural

1 Distance of centre ofmunicipality to downtown Toronto -0.000634** . -0.000633"

' (-26,07) ; (-26.23)

0.160

(1,58)

0.160

(1.58)

0.128'

(2.02)

0.127*

(2.00)

0.182"

(2.33)
i

-0,00253"

(-3.04}

-0. 00233" . -0.00253"

(-3.04) (-4.12)
i

(fan)
. . ......

Interest rate times annual average combined upper- and

lower-tier DC for 2012-16
-0.0127"

(-2.04)

-0.0127"

(-2.03)

-0.0084

(-1.44)

-0.168"

(-3.11)

-0.215"

(-3.37)

-0.167"

(-3.11)

-0.207**Log of income times interest rate
(-3.45)

Census Division; (3) - (5), year, CMA/CAOther controls

Observations 2974

fiource; Authorvcaicuiationsi From OntarioAlfriisiry'ufMunicipal Affairs,, RP8, and.Statistics;Canada Jala.- AH'.ntddels ihdudeyeafilxcd clFccts
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depending on both the effect or agricultural land

on ks own (a minor effect), pins whether the

municipality is subject to the Growth Plan and an

additional effect of agricultural land share if the

municipality is subject to the Growth Plan. When

we present estimates that include an interaction
variable, \vc are also including the effect on its own
of the variable that b> not changing, such as income.

In our regressions, we include the effect on house

prices of the annual average of the interest rate on
the typical five-year conventional mortgage that the

Bank of Canada reports/The effect of the interest

rate will likely have a different effect on house prices

in a municipality with high income compared to a
municipality with low income. Further, the interest

rates are the same across Ontario in any given year

- drat makes it impossible to distinguish the effect

of interest rates from any inherent factors affecting
prices in a given yeas', lb solve these problems, wc
create an interaction variable that is the product of

the log or employment income variable with the

interest rate. In our above equation, that would be

represented as r/c^'Ilie results from the fourth
regression are what we use in the empirical analysis

in the main Commentary. In our final regression, wc

used the same regression equation and instead used

the aggregate price ofhouses in each municipality,

'fhe results are largely the same as in our preferred

specification.

Additional results, Stuta code, and publicly

available data used in this analysis are available

from the authors on request. To create our predicted
price from reduces! restrictions, we use our preferred

specification in column 4 from Appendix Table 1

mid use the coefficients to estimate the reduction

in price that would occur from the change in the

policy variable in each municipality if, instead, the
municipality was at the provincial average for that
variable.

interest rate in a given year with each municipality's

development charge. For example, development

charges are largely determined by upper- tier

governments, which arc also the boundaries of
Census Divisions. Specifically, the average effect

of development charges on house prices' is inferred
from the interacted coefficient und the estimated

interest rate coefficient, which \t itself derived
from the interacted effect iff municipal income and

interest rates. In the above regression equation,

that would represent r,'tv ,,,,,, bar the development

charge variable. The results in the main text reflect

development charges on house prices, given the

interest rates that were in effect in 2016. We add

a variable that measures the distance of each

municipality's geographical centre to downtown

Toronto.

We also include the annua! rate of growth of the

number of households in each niumcipaikv. Not

all municipalities report household numbers every

year in the FIR. In those cases, we .calculate an
annualized growth rate using household numbers

that are two or more years a parr and assume that
the household growth was the same for all years

with missing values.

In addition to the policy variable presented in
the tables in the main Commentary, we also include

a variable of the length of time that cities fake to

approve simple permits. This variable appears to

have no economic or statistical relationship with

house price*. That is likely because the specific

process that this timing metric measures is only a

small portion of the overall length of the approval

process and applies only to a portion of permits that
meet existing zoning regulations.

Wc conduct our analysis of the Growth Plan
by using an interaction variable with the share of

land that is zoned as agricultural. Tlte interpretation
of the results is to add die coefficients together
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Executive Summary

As an increasing number of people move to Canada's major cities, high housing

prices persist in its most desirable markets. With growing concerns about hous ¬

ing affordability and prices, understanding how public policy affects the supply

of new homes is critical, hollowing several major studies in the United States on

this topic, the Fraser Institute's survey of housing developers and homebuilders

collects data about how residential land-use regulation affects the supply of new

housing. Ihe data collected reflect the experiences and opinions of industry pro

fessionals across Canada. New Homes and Red Tape in British Columbia: Residential

Land-Use Regulation in the Lower Mainland belongs to a series tallying the data

to represent industry professionals' experiences and opinions of how residen

tial development is regulated in cities across Canada. This report presents survey

results for cities in British Columbia's Lower Mainland.

Unlike previous editions, this report accounts for the relative scale of survey

respondents' home-building operations. Some have fewer than 20 units under

development, while others have thousands, making it important to assign appro

priate weight to their responses. In doing so, the averages presented in this edi

tion of the New Homes and Red Tape series more closely reflect typical experiences

across units, rather than across respondents.

Estimates of typical project-approval timelines in Lower Mainland cities range

from approximately five months or less in the City of Langley and Pitt Meadows

to over 1.8 months in the City of Vancouver and West Vancouver, where timelines

are also rated the most uncertain. Reported compliance costs and fees add up

to a low of $4,300 per home built in Pitt Meadows and a high of almost $78,000

per home in the City of Vancouver. The survey reports that zoning bylaws need

to be changed to accommodate more than 60% of new residential development

in 12 of 20 cities. Estimates of rezoning's effect on approval timelines range

from having no substantial effect in Richmond and Port Coquitlam to adding

ten months in Surrey.

Council and community opposition to residential development is perceived

as strongest in cities where the value of dwellings is highest, raising questions

about the causes and consequences of local resistance- to new housing. The strong

est opposition is reported in Vancouver, with West Vancouver close behind. This

opposition is typically not perceived as a significant deterrent to building in the

City of Langley and Port Coquitlam.
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The index of residential land-use regulation tallies the results of five key com

ponents of regulation's impact—approval timelines, timeline uncertainty, regula

tory costs and fees, rezoning prevalence, and impact from local council and com

munity groups—in 19 cities that generated a sufficient number of responses to

the survey. This index ranks the City of Langley as the least regulated in British

Columbia's Lower Mainland and the City of Vancouver as the most.
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1. Introduction

As an increasing number of people move to Canada's major cities, high housing

prices persist in its most desirable markets. With growing concern about housing

affordability and prices, understanding how public policy affects the supply of new

homes is critical. Evidence of the importance of land constraints for determining

differences in the supply of new housing, and price growth, across American hous

ing markets is mounting (see Sabs, 2010 and Saks, 2008 for examples). Systematic

comparisons of land-use regulations across Canadian cites can help identify where

they are cost-effective arid efficient, and where these regulations burden local

economies and aspiring home-owners.

The Lower Mainland encompasses the Vancouver, Abbotsford-Mission, and

Chilliwack metropoli tan areas, and was home to 59.1% of British Columbia's popu

lation as of the 2016 census. This region, bounded to the north by mountains, to

the west by the Pacific Ocean, and to the south by the border with the United States,

faces unique geographical obstacles to growth (figure 1). Greater Vancouver's hous

ing market has seen prices rise by 92% between June 2006 and June 2016 (MLS,

2016) while consumer prices rose by only 15.6% (Statistics Canada, 2016).

The Eraser Institute has conducted a survey of housing developers and home-

builders to assess how residential land-use regulation affects the supply of new

housing. The data collected represent the experiences and opinions of industry

professionals across Canada. This report presents survey results for cities in British

Columbia's Lower Mainland describing the length and uncertainty of approval

timelines for residential development projects, compliance costs and fees, how

frequently respondents must rezone property, and how they gauge local and pol

itical opposition to their projects.

Unlike previous editions, this report accounts for the relative scale of survey

respondents' home building operations. Some have fewer than 20 units under

development, while others have thousands, making it important to assign appro

priate weight to their responses. In doing so, the averages presented in this edi

tion of the Neiv Homes and Red Tape series more closely reflect typical experiences

across units, rather than across respondents.

'ihe Fraser Institute's Survey of Land-Use Regulation continues work done,

in the United States, developing insights into policy outcomes in Canadian cit

ies. Recent US work that inspired this survey includes that of Gyourko, Saiz, and

Summers (2008) who conducted a nationwide survey measuring these regulatory
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processes and their outcomes. Another series of surveys was used to understand

land-use regulation in the San Francisco Bay Area, incorporating perspectives of

city officials and residential developers (Calfee etal,, 2007; Quigley, Raphael, and

Rosenthal, 2008). For a more in-depth exploration of research into regulation's

economic impacts, see Appendix 1 (p. 27).

Figure T; Map of British Columbia's Lower Mainland showing boundaries of cities and

municipalities included in survey
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2. Data

2.1 Survey questionnaire

The Fraser Institute's Survey of Residential Land-Use Regulation was designed

to capture key insights into residential development and building professionals'

experiences with land-use regulation. Its design is an extension of work by Calfee

et al. (2007), 'Iheir survey was meant to support data from city planning offi

cials. We have modified their methods to form a stand-alone survey of residential

developers and home builders describing land-use regulation. Respondents were

directed to focus on municipalities and types of residential development with

which they were familiar, giving accounts of:

• the typical length and uncertainty of approval time lines;

• typical regulatory compliance costs and fees;

• the role of politicians and community groups in residential development;

• the effects of zoning bylaws and official plans;

• uncertainty in possible land uses prior to application for building permit

or rezoning

Responses were measured on scales that reflect directly measurable out

comes where possible (months, dollars, or proportion of projects affected), and

clearly labeled 5-point scales otherwise. We distinguish single-family, clearly

defined as single detached homes, from multiple dwelling developments, which

we specify as including townhouse, semi-detached, and apartment units,1 con

sistent with the definition of the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation

(CMI IC, 2014). Ihe survey was administered electronically and distributed through

developer and bornebuilder trade associations. For a list of survey questions, see

Appendix 5 (p. 35),

2.2 Survey response and the sample

The survey was conducted over two periods in the Fall of 2014 and the Spring of

2016, and distributed primarily through industry associations. The regulatory data

used in this report were obtained from 60 respondents in the Lower Mainland.

1. I ligh-risc condominiums are included in the category of multiple dwelling developments.
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The average respondent answered questions for 6.5 cities. Although respondents'

identities are not known, their answers generated a range of results that is similar

to other reports on the residential development process in the Lower Mainland.2

Figure 2 illustrates that half of the survey respondents identified themselves as both

developers and homcbuilders, while the other half identified itself more narrowly.3

Figure 3 shows that only 1.2% of respondents specialise in detached homes in the

Lower Mainland. Over 70% of respondents who have worked on a single-family

project in the past 1.0 to 12 years also produce multiple dwelling developments.

Figure 2: Respondents from British Columbia's Lower Mainland to the

Survey of Residential Land-Use Regulation, by profession (%)

Other 5H

IHomebusfder 22 -
Both developer and

k homebuilder50%

I

W

¥

Developer 23%
iw

Note HomebuJiier or developer refers to a respondent wl \o falls in one category by 1 not trie other. Many firms

do several related types of work, but these two broad categories are useful far understanding the industry.

Sources; Fraser Institute Survey of Land-Use Regulation. 2014, 2016, authors' calculations.

2. The Gettingta Groundbreaking (G2G) series of reports by Simon Fmser University and a num

ber of real-estate industry associations and municipal partners produced a similar range of per-

unit costs (approximately $10,000 to $40,000) and average approval timelines (approximately

5 months to 20 months). However, our results are not directly comparable to G2G as we collect

less detailed, but nationally comparable, data while the G2G releases focus on specific building
types, such as townhouse development and four-storey wood-frame apartment buildings, in

the Lower Mainland (both subsets of our multiple dwelling category),

3. The terms "developer" and "homcbuilder" are not universally defined and share a degree

of overlap. However, they are considered distinct professions by the Canadian Home Builders"

Association (2011), and the Building Industry and Land Development Association, among

others, in general, homcbuilders are primarily concerned with the construction of new hous

ing, but may also include renovators and contractors. Developers arc primarily responsible for

the servicing and subdivision of land. Many firms fill both of these roles.
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Figure 3; Respondents from British Columbia's Lower Mainland to the

Survey of Residential Land-Use Regulation, by type of development (%)
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Sources: Ftaser Institute Survey of larai-Use Regu'aSon, 2014, SOB, authors" calculations

This report presents several measures of regulation based on the survey data.

We do not report results for categories based on fewer than three responses; we indi

cate where they are based on fewer than five. The number of cities presented in each

section of our analysis varies alongside the number of responses to each question

in our survey. Each figure presented in this study includes a regional average calcu

lated across all responses from the Lower Mainland, rather than across cities. Since

results are suppressed in cities with few respondents, the regional average of each

indicator generally will not coincide with the average of city-level indexes presented.

Without knowing the market shares of companies responding to the survey it

is difficult to calculate a meaningful response rate. For example, if one developer

represents 60% of new Homebuilding in one city, that developer's response is

arguably more significant than all other responses from that city combined.4 Our

survey attempts to approximate scale by asking respondents how many units they

currently have in development. Figure 4 shows that, of the respondents choosing

to disclose scale of their operations in the Lower Mainland, the largest portion

have fewer than 20 units underway, although the majority of respondents have

larger operations. These scale estimates also allow for weights to be assigned to

indi vidual responses in the construction of the Index.

4. Conversely, one can speculate that it may be. difficult for a new developer or homebuilder

to compete successfully against incumbents, who know the nuances of each city's regulatory

process. If this is true, more highly regulated cities would have fewer developers (each with a

large market: share) and the experiences of smaller firms are important.
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Figure 4: Respondents from British Columbia's Lower Mainland to the

Survey of Residential Land-Use Regulation, by number of units

currently in development {%)
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Sources Ftssu institute Survey of tena-Use Regulation. 2014, 2016: authors' calculations

Table 1 reports characteristics of cities described in this report; ali data are

from 2011, the most recent census year for which all data are available, Vancouver

is the most populous city listed despite several of its suburbs occupying more land.

With single detached dwellings representing only 18% of the city's occupied stock,

Vancouver is densely settled relative to the nearby District of North Vancouver and

has characteristics similar to those ofsuburbs such as the City of North Vancouver

and New Westminster.

The City of Vancouver was the most popular commuting destination for the

first seven cities listed in table t. Despite differences in reported dwelling values

and form, it is useful to think of these cities as common homes for those working

in the region's core. However useful, there are caveats to this interpretation. For

example, over half of Richmond commuters work locally but the city can still be

considered home for many who commute to Vancouver, the usual place of work

for 27% of Richmond commuters. Commuting trends suggest that Chilliwack and

Abbotsford, whose commuters tend to work locally, are relatively isolated from

Vancouver's core; this is reflected in the comparatively law value of dwellings in

these areas.
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Tabie 1: City characteristics as of the 2011 census

Population Land ares

(km2)
Single

detached

dwellings

Median

dwelling

value

Median

commute

time

(min,)J

.Most common

place of work

and percentage

of commutersW)1 <$f

SO'3,502 $752,016Vancouver 115 18S 21 681

$600,941Burnaby 223,219 91 25K 30 36*3

District of North Vancouver 84,417 ,161 $850,744S6K 21 33%
£
>

New Westminster 6S.976 $400,72916 18% 30 301$g

10
>

City of North Vancouver 48,196 $599,9851? 355$ 21 30$

West Vancouver 42,634 87 58% $1,299,894 2.1 381

Port Moody 32,975 $539,93226 32S 31 278

Surrey 463,251 316 $500,74642% 30 45%

&
t.angley City 25,061 $300,69610 25% 23 t. 27%

3
t/>

$450,494White Rock 19,339 5 2955 26 42%

iU
at

$449,365Maple Ridge 76,052 267 59% 31 35%32
a:

.S>

&Pitt Meadows $459,95517,736 87 46% 30 1.6%
Z

Richmond 190,473 $601,945129 57% 21 55%

AtibotsFord 133,497 37S $393,60044% 16 65%

Coquitiam 126,456 $599,465122 441 30 245

Langley Township 104,177 308 $501,36159% 2S 5€%

f
=$562,181Delta 99,363 ISO 645 26 30%
B
5*.

262 $341,274Chilliwack 77.936 591 16 67*

$489.6/8Port Coquitlom 56.342 29 42% 31 21%

$399,607Mission 36,426 226 26 3156934

$324,838District of Kent 5,664 168 77% 1S.S 50%

Notes' i. Percentage of occupied private dwellings. The census dehnes single detached dwellings as those with open state

cn ail sides, arts no dwellings either above or eesow. 2, Owetag values refer dollar amount (in CAS201I) expected by the

owner if the dwelling were to be soki Reported for owner-occupied, non-farm dwellings. 3. Minutes, Commute femes refer

to how many minutes it took for a person to travel from boms to work. Reported for individuals age 15 years and older tn

private households who worked at seme time between January 1, 2010 and May, 2011, Typically refers to place of employ

ment and re&denea at the time of tne survey.

Sources: Statistics Canada. 2013a, 1013b. 2012; authors' calculations.
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3. Survey Results

3.1 Approval timelines

Survey respondents were asked to estimaLe approval timelines for standard single-

family and multiple dwelling projects that do and do not require resuming (a pro

cess described in section 3.3). Between one and four timeline entries per city are

recorded for each respondent, depending on the types of work that they do in

each city. For each type of work, respondents were asked to select one of 7 ordered

choices: 2 months or less, 3 to 6 months, 7 to 10 months, 11 to 14 months, 15 to

18 months, 19 to 23 months, and 24 months or more.

The Approval 'Timeline Index (ATI) is the city average of survey respondents'

timeline estimates, weighted by the estimated scale of their operations. To calcu

late this average, each bin was assigned its midpoint.3 Respondents that input a

timeline of three or more years were omitted from the Approval Timeline Index.

These high outliers all refer to timelines with rezoning, making up less than 2%

of all timeline entries requiring resuming.

Of the 21 cities represented in figure S, a slight majority share reported timelines

in the range of five to 15 months. Large variations in these timelines occur between

cities at the low end (City of Langely and Pitt Meadows) and those the high end

(Vancouver and West Vancouver) of the range. The difference between Pitt Meadows

and the city ofVancouver itself represents dose to a quadrupling of reported approval

timelines. Additional measures of approval timelines, broken down -by housing type

(single-family or multiple dwelling) and by projects requiring rezoning compared to

those not requiring rezoning, are presented in Appendix 3 (p. 29).

The Approval Timeline Index is influenced by the type ofproject done by survey

respondents, which varies across cities. For example, the ATT for Burnaby (which

uses data from 22 unique respondents) is based almost entirely on accounts of

multiple dwelling development, since only four of these respondents described

the approval process for single-family development in this city. The ATT is deliber

ately constructed this way, to represent the average approval timeline for typical

housing developments in each city.

5. Timelines in months were assigned to bins as follows: 2 months or less as taken as 1 month;

3 to 6 months is taken as 4.5 months: 7 to 10 months is taken as 8.S months; 11 to 14 months

is taken as 12.5 months; 15 to 18 months is taken as 16,5 months; 19 to 23 months is taken

as 21 months; and 24 months or more is taken as 28 months unless the respondent opted to

input a timeline estimate (which the survey encouraged, but was not always done).
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Figure S: The Approval Timeline Index (2016) for British Columbia's

Lower Mainland—typical approval timeline, in months

Cross-respondent weighted average
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3.2 Timeline uncertainty

In addition to the average approval time for a project, developers may also take

the variation in approval times into account when considering projects. To

assess the effect of timeline uncertainty in each city, we asked developers how

this uncertainty affects both multiple dwelling and single-family development

in each city. Responses are measured on a 5-point scale: [1] Encourages develop

ment; [2] Not a deterrent to development; [3] Mild dcLerrent to development;

[4] Strong deterrent to development; and, [5j Would not pursue development

due to this factor. The Timeline Uncertainty Index is the average response

to this question in each city, weighted by the estimated scale of respondents'

operations (figure 6).

Uncertainty about timelines appears to be a relatively minor deterrent to

development in many Lower Mainland municipalities. The three most notable

exceptions to this generalization are West Vancouver, where the average response

described timeline uncertainty as a strong deterrent to development, as well

as the City of Langley and Pitt Meadows, where this factor does not present a

deterrent to typical development.

Approval timelines are an important component of established measures

of residential land-use regulation (Gyourko, Saiz, and, Summers 2008; Quiglcy,

Raphael, and Rosenthal, 2008). Long and uncertain approval timelines can make

the supply of new housing less responsive to demand, with negative consequences

for anyone looking to enter the market (see Green, Merzog, and Filipowicz, 2015b;

Green, Filipowicz, Lafteur, and Herzog, 2016; and Mayer and Somerville, 2000

for a more detailed discussion).

3.3 Compliance costs and fees

We asked respondents to estimate the sum of regulatory compliance costs and

fees accrued per dwelling unit built for standard single-family and multiple

dwelling projects.6 The survey offered seven ordered choices: Less than $1,000

per unit; $1,000 to $9,999 per unit; $10,000 to $19,999 per unit; $20,000 to

$34,999 per unit; $35,000 to $49,999 per unit; $50,000 to $75,000 per unit;

and more than $75,000 per unit. Respondents had the option to specify a

cost if they selected the highest bin, but this option was not exercised, in the

Lower Mainland.

6, Specifically, we asked forestimates of the cost (per dwelling unit) of the project approval and

regulatory compliance process in each city. The survey specified that this includes aii adminis

tration, processing, and direct compliance costs. Appendix 5 (p. 35) presents the exact word

ing of the survey questionnaire.
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Figure 6: The Timeline Uncertainty Index (2016) for development in

British Columbia's Lower Mainland

f Cross-respondent weighted average '
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Sources. Eraser institute Survey of land-Use Regulation. 2014, 2016; authors' calculations.
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The Cost and Fees Index (CFI) is the city average of survey respondents' compli

ance costs and fee estimates, weighted by the estimated, scale of their operations.

To calculate this average, each bin was assigned its midpoint*7 except the top bin,

which was assigned $82,500.

Figure 7 shows CFI ratings in the 19 Lower Mainland municipalities where we

have enough data to reliably measure regulatory costs of residential development.

The region's eastern suburbs of Pitt Meadows, Port Moody, New Westminster,

Langley City, and Port Coquitlam all fall in the range of $4,000 to $10,000 per

dwelling. Itis interesting that Burnaby, which is adjacent to Vancouver, and Maple

Ridge, an hour's drive from the region's core, share such similar CFI ratings.

At the opposite end of the CFI are Vancouver, Surrey, and Richmond, a diverse

trio of cities (as observed in table 1) with reported compliance costs reaching a

high of $78,000 per new dwelling. These higher costs and fees are driven in part

by the responses from developers having a greater scale of operations, perhaps due

to the more complex nature of these projects. Although the CFI clearly indicates

the intermunicipal variation of reported compliance costs and fees on residential

development, what is less clear is the level of regulatory costs appropriate to help

pay for the infrastructure and amenities required to service new housing.

Servicing residential development can be subject to increasing returns to scale.

Dense, inner-city development should generally be cheaper to service on a per-

dwelling basis than homes built in new neighbourhoods (see Slack, 2002 for a dis

cussion in the Canadian context). If regulatory costs largely represent the capital

cost of servicing new neighbourhoods with new roads, sewers, arid other infra

structure, they should be lowest in cities that are intensifying—growing by making

existing communities denser—rather than creating new ones on greenficld land.

However, Green, Herzog, and Filipowicz (2015b) show that trends in regulatory

costs across Canada are the opposite of what one would expect if the CFI meas

ures reasonable servicing costs. Instead, the data suggest that intensifying cities

often have regulatory frameworks that are costly to navigate.

3.4 Rezoning

The need to change zoning bylaws can affect approval timelines and regulatory

costs. Zoning bylaws "[state] exactly: how land, may be used; where buildings and

other structures can be located; the types ofbuildings that are permitted and how

7. Costs and fees in dollars per dwelling unit built were assigned to bins as fallows: Less than

$1,000 per unit is takers as $500; $1,0.00 to $9,099 per unit is taken as $5,000; $10,000 to

$19,999 per unit is taken as $15,000; £20,000 to $34,999 par unit is taken as $27,500; $35,000

to $49,999 per unit is Liken as $42,500; $30,000 to $73,(500 per unit is taken as $62,500; and

More than $75,000 per unii is taken as $82,500.
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Figure 7; The Cost and Fees index (2016) for British Columbia's Lower

Mainland—typicai regulatory cost, $ per dwelling unit
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they may be used; [and] the lot sizes and dimensions, parking requirements, build

ing heights and setbacks from the street" (Ontario, Ministry of Municipal Affairs

and Housing, 2010). 8 i t is difficult to accurately measure the impact of zoning on

the housing supply; we cannot observe how a city would grow without its cur

rent regulation. The prevalence of rezoning (the process of amending the zoning

designation assigned to a given parcel) is our most objective measure of zoning's

impact on development.9

Our survey asked respondents whether they rezone property. Those who do

were asked to estimate how frequently their multiple dwelling and single-family

projects require tenoning in each city by selecting one of five bins: Never; Rarely

(about 25% of projects); Sometimes (about half of projects); Frequently (about

75% of projects); and Always. The Rezoning Index is Che average percentage of

respondents' projects estimated to require rezoning in each city, weighted by the

estimated scale of their operations.10 It is reported in figure 8 and broken down

by development type where possible in Appendix 5 (p. 35).

According to survey evidence, the overwhelming majority of residential

development in the Lower Mainland requires rezoning. Our survey also sug

gests that only a third of projects in White Rock require rezoning, and even

fewer in Pitt Meadows. Conversely, the vast majority of new units built in

Burnaby and Vancouver require rezoning. For the average Lower Mainland

respondent, 55% of development requires rezoning,11 in line with the average

in the rest of Canada.

The added complexity of the rezoning process can potentially increase project

approval timelines. Survey respondents who describe approval timelines both with

and without rezoning allow us to estimate the average effect of the rezoning process

on approval timelines. We do this by calculating the differences in these timelines

8. This definition was selected for its brevity and its broad applicability. For a more detailed

definition of zoning, as practised in British Columbia, see British Columbia, Ministry of

Community, Sport & Cultural Development, 201.5.

9. Conceptually, the prevalence of rezoning measures how compatible land-use regulation is

with demand by counting Lhe proportion of building done by survey respondents that requires

amendment to.existing zoning regulation. This measure does not capture zoning's ability to

prevent externalities; it indicates the amount of land with zoning regulation that developers

and city planners have agreed to change.

10. To compute the rezoning index, survey responses were coded as follows: never or indicated

that respondent: docs not rezone land is taken as 0; rarely (about 25% of projects) is taken as

25%, sometimes (about: half of projects) is taken as 50%, frequently (about 75% of projects) is

taken as 75%, and always is taken as 100%.

11. This average is calculated across all responses (without weighting by scale of operations) in

the Lower Mainland (not across cities), and includes responses for cities noL listed in figure 8.
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Figure 8: The Rezoning Index (2016) for British Columbia's Lower

Mainland—percentage of residential development requiring rezoning
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for each respondent in each city, then averaging across responses.12 Data from

across Canada suggest that for theaverage developer outside of the Lower Mainland,

rezoning adds 3.8 months to a typical project's approval timeline.13 In the Lower

Mainland, this average rises to 5,19 months (5.3 months when weighted by the

scale of the respondents' operations), increasing the incentive to avoid rezoning.14

Figure 9 presents the estimated effect of each city's rezoning process on the

time needed to approve standard residential developments, Vancouver and Surrey

both add over ten months to approval timelines alongside the rezoning process.

This effect is accentuated in Vancouver by its even higher incidence of rezoning.

Curiously, respondents who build both with and without rezoning in Richmond

report shorter average timelines with rezoning. Respondents in Pitt Meadows

report being able to avoid rezoning, with survey data from this city suggesting

that only a quarter of new development is rezoned and that this process adds less

than three months to approval timelines on average. A similar outcome is sug

gested in Port. Coquitlam.

3,5 Council and community

We asked developers how local council and community groups affect single-family

and multiple dwelling development. Responses are measured on a 5-point scale:

[1] Encourages development; [2] Not a deterrent Co development; [3] Mild deter

rent to development; (4] Strong deterrenl to development; and [5] Would not

pursue development due to this factor. The Council and Community Index (CCI)

is the average response to these questions for each city, weighted by the estimated

scale of their operations (figure to).

The strongest council and community opposition to new housing projects

is concentrated in the City of Vancouver and West Vancouver, while the eastern

suburbs of the City of Langley, Port Coquitlam, and Pitt Meadows have the least

of this sort of opposition. In general, our survey suggests that council and com

munity opposition presents a deterrent to development in only a handful of Lower

Mainland cities. On the other hand, on average, no jurisdiction except the City of

Langley shows a tendency to encourage development.

12, Differences between timelines with and without rezoning are calculated for every survey

respondent in each city, separately for singie-faroiiyand multiple dwelling developments. Data

from surveys without a response for either rezoning or non-rezoning timelines for a particular

dwelling type and city arc dropped. This statistic is only reported in cities where at least three

respondents describe timelines with and without rezoning for either dwelling type.

13, The national average effect of rezoning on approval timelines is 4,11 months when the

Lower Mainland is included.

14, 'Ihcsc averages were computed across individual responses, not across cities, Averaging

across the cities shown in figure 8 will produce different results.

fraserinstitute.org
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Figure 9: The effect of the rezoning process on approval timelines in

British Columbia's Lower Mainland (2016)—city-level averages in months
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Figure 10: The Council and Community Index (2016) for British

Columbia's Lower Mainland
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Some suggest that incumbent homeowners have an incentive to block new

development, restricting the housing supply and increasing the market value of

their property. Hilber and Robert-Nicoud (2013) formalize this argument, pre

dicting that owners of developed land will favour stringent land-use regulation.

Turning to data gathered from American metropolitan areas, the authors find a

positive relationship between the share of developed land in 1992 and a measure

of regulation in 2005; this evidence for their theory is supported by several sta

tistical techniques.1* To the extent that this effect also occurs in Canada, it can

be measured by the CCD

Figure 11 shows that the CCI is positively correlated with dwelling values

reported to the 2011 National Household Survey (with a correlation coefficient of

G.653}!6 While this relationship is not necessarily causal—other factors such as

the attractiveness of a neighbourhood may be driving both the CCI and dwelling

values—it is difficult to rule out the hypothesis that homeowners may deter resi

dential development to increase their property values.

3.6 Predictability of possible land-uses

The effects of uncertainty, as measured by the Timeline Uncertainy Index (TU1)

and Council and Community Index (CCI), tend to slow the supply of new housing

in highly desirable neighbourhoods (Green, Filipowicz, Laflcur and Hcrzog, 2016).

beyond these indices' measures of uncertainty, we introduced a question asking

201.6 respondents how uncertainty in the end uses of land allowed by the regula

tor, prior to applying for reporting or building permits, affects devel-opment. For

example, having a better idea of whether it is possible to build a residential com

munity in a municipality may influence the likelihood of its construction there.

This question is not included in the composite index.

Like the CCI and TUI, responses to this question are measured on a.5-point

scale; [Ij encourages development; [2] not a deterrent to development; [3] mild

15. Hilber and Robcrt-Nicoud (2013) estimate the effect of historical share of developed land

and hometown it rship rate on current measures of regulation by two- stage least squares, using

coasLal access and the percentage of households with married couples and no children as instru

ments. in addition to n strong effect of developed land on regulation, Hilber and Robert-Nicoud

find mixed evidence that past horneownership rates have led to more intense iand-usc regula

tion in the United Stales. The authors also control for household wages, population density,

the Democratic Party's vot e share, and regional effects.

16, The OLS regression line shown has a slope indicating an increase of $300,472 in dwelling

values ratings for a one-point increase in the CCI. Assuming homoscedastidty—which is not

rejected by a Breuseh- Pagan (1979) test; (P-value - 0.8224}—the 95% confidence interval (CD

for this slope runs from 122.351 to 478,594.
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Figure 11: Council and Community Index (2016) and median 2011

dwelling values ($) in British Columbia's Lower Mainland
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deterrent to development; [4] Strong deterrent to development; and [5| would not

pursue development due to this factor. The Land-Use Possibilities Index (LPI) is

the average response to these questions for each city, weighted by the estimated

scale of their operations (figure 12).

The strongest deterrent to development as a result of less predictable land-

use possibilities is reported in the District of North Vancouver, while this effect

is least present in the eastern suburb of Port Coquitlam, where it not only poses

no deterrent to development, but verges on encouraging it. The LPI detects a mild

deterrent to development in most cities in the Lower Mainland.
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Figure 12: The Land-Use Possibilities index (2016) for British

Columbia's Lower Mainland
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4. An Index of Residential

Land-Use Regulation

In presenting results of the Survey of Residential Land-Use Regulation, we have

described many important pathways through which regulation affects the Lower

Mainland's housing market. It is useful to have a single measure of land-use regu

lation, summarizing all of these dimensions so, in this section, we present an

Index of Residential Land-Use Regulation for the Lower Mainland as a summary

statistic of regulation.

We use a common standardization technique to produce our index, which ranks

cities by their relative performance on each dimension of regulation. Appendix 2

(p. 28} describes this process in detail. We compute the index of regulation for the

19 Lower Mainland cities with at least three survey responses behind each of its

components. Thus, our ranking of cities is dependent on the availability of high-

quality data for each city. Some cities come in below our quality standard for only

one of the index's components, but are nonetheless omitted.

4.1 Results

Condensing our survey-based measures of regulation into a single index has the

advantage of creating a data-driven method to rank cities from least to most regu

lated. The Index of Residential Land-Use Regulation is negative in cities that are

less regulated than average and positive in the Lower Mainland's most regulated

cities. It is presented alongside its component measures of regulation in table 2.

Of the cities ranked, the City of Langley tops the Index of Residential Land-

Use Regulation. This is driven by good ratings on approval timelines, regulatory

costs, and council and community opposition, despite a moderate ranking on the

rczoning index. The City of Vancouver ranked the lowest, scoring on all meas

ures. In general, cities in the region's eastern part rank higher than cities in the

region's west.
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Table 2: Index of Residential Land-Use Regulation

JurisdictionRank Approval Council and Cost and Hezaning

Timeline Community Tees Index Sridex (RZI)

Index (Al l) Index (CCI) (CR)

Timeline

Uncertainty

Index (I'Lil)

Aggregate

Index

1 City of Langley $9,596,771.6 0,9 6EH 1.4 -1.81

2 Pitt Meadows 5,4 $4,309.701.9 1.5 -1.65

SO,350.893 New Westminster 8.7 2.2 435 2,2 -0.79

4 Port Moody 9.0 1.9 $8,350.88 755 2.0 -0.60

5 Port Coquitiam 16.4 1.8 $11,573.3/ 4QK 2.5 -0.47

6 Chilliwack 11.9 $1.9,035.092.1 455 2.4 -0.41

7 Delta 10.8 2.5 $16,628.93 49% 2.4 -0.29

8 Mission 12.4 7.0 $14,375,00 17% 1.2 -0.28

9 Abbotsfard 12.2 2.5 $17,1.71,84 70S 2,0 -0.11

10 Sumaby 6.8 2.3 $35,376.10 91S 2.4 -0.08

11 Maple Ridge 2.1 516,424,8411.1 70S 2.9 G.Q2

1? District of North Vancouver 13.9 $22,274.332.3 4 IS 3.2 0.07

13 City of North Vancouver 8.1 $71,549.422.7 795 2.4 0.12

14 Coquitlarn 12,2 2.4 $24,993.52 7355 2.6 0.24

15 Richmond 6.5 2.6 $41,184.53 78% 2.9 0,4?

16 Langley Township $36,921.5714.8 2.5 651 2.6 0.48

17 Surrey $51,803,7813.2 2.3 79% 2.8 0.98

$26,245.6118 West Vancouver 18.3 BtSI 4.03.3 1.61

19 Vancouver 21.0 3.4 $77,998.13 95% 3.5 2.53

Note; The index of Residential Land-Use Regulation is the standardized sum of us components, reseated to have a standard

deviation of one, it can be read as a Z-score.

Sources. Preset institute Survey of land-Use Regulation. 3914. 2016; authors' cateutatmns.
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5. Professionals' Concerns and

Policy Recommendations

Seven respondents in the Lower Mainland provided comments in addition to

their answers to the survey's questions. 'Ihc issues described include opposition

by council, community, and city staff to development projects, as well as regula

tory stringency, and timeline uncertainty or extension due to rezoning. 'Ihese

comments identify specific concerns surrounding land-use regulation in the

Lower Mainland.

Community Amenity Contribution

Hie most frequent issue to arise in comments is the Community Amenity

Contribution (CAC) process. Unique to select British Columbian municipalities,

CACs are developer contributions triggered when a site being developed requires

rezoning. Unlike Development Cost Charges, which are commonly applied as

a fixed cost per square fooL, CACs are negotiated agreements aimed at fund

ing off-site community amenities ranging from libraries to public art. In spite

of provincial attempts to establish best practices for CACs, comments suggest

that these charges can increase costs, and are often applied through a relatively

opaque process.

Application of regulations

There is concern and frustration with the inconsistency and inefficiency with which

regulations are often applied in the Lower Mainland. One comment points to

disagreement between city council and planning staff deterring development in

some cities. Burnaby and Coquitlam are noted as having agreement between city

council and planning staff, creating an incentive to build. Conversely, the City of

Vancouver is described in another comment as being a prohibitively costly location

for business when compared to other major Canadian or American cities.

Local opposition

Local opposition was identified as a deterrent to development in several Lower

Mainland communities, One comment uses the acronym "NIMBY", or Mot-In-My-

BackrYard, a label describing the "protectionist attitudes of and oppositional tac

tics adopted by community groups facing an unwelcome development in their

frasenrisi.ilute.org
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neighbourhood" (Dear, 1992). Originally associated with opposition to public

facilities like prisons and landfills, NIMBY attitudes sometimes challenge new

homes or higher densities inserted into existing communities. One comment sug

gests that extensive provisions for community involvement in intensifying neigh

bourhoods can limit development, pointing out that the interests of a minority of

residents sometimes take precedence over professional planning.

Unintended consequences

Finally, some repsondents suggested that well-intentioned policies can increase

the cost of housing in unexpected ways. One respondent makes the point that

city planners tend to favour very specific types of mid-rise development. The

respondent explains that these developments can be of worse value than high-

rises, which have economies of scale, and less dense mid-rise, which they say can

be built as inexpensive wood-frame buildings.

frasenristicuLe.org
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6. Conclusion

Our data show strong variability in how homebuilders and developers experi

ence regulation across ciLies in British Columbia's Lower Mainland. We find that

reported approval timelines, and how they are affected by the reasoning process,,

vary significantly across ciLies. Equally strong variation is reported for regulatory

costs and fees associated with the development process: there are large differen

ces between neighbouring municipalities like the City and Township of Langley,

Council and community opposition to residential development is perceived as

strongest in cities where dwelling values are highest, raising questions about the

causes and consequences of local resistance to new housing.

Further work will analyse the results of the Survey of Residential Land-Use

Regulation in major cities across Canada. The information produced will enable

the systematic comparison of land-use regulation across municipalities, and can

be used to understand regulation's consequences for housing markets and regional

economies.17 It can play a role in identifying situations where regulation

stitutes a burden on the housing market, and those where regulations are cost-

effective and efficient. Continued measurement will help us understand the role

of public policy in Canada's urban landscape.

eon-

17. Data from last year's Lhrce publications in the New Homes and Red Tape series (Green,

llersog, and Filtpowitx, 2015a, 2015b, 201Sc) was at the heart of The Impact of Land-Use

Regulation on Housing Supply in Canada (Green, Filipowiez, Lafieur, and Herzog, 2016), which

compared regulation data with dwelling stock growth between 2006 and 2011.
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Appendix 1. Constructing the Index

The first step in constructing the Index of Residential Land-Use Regulation was

the careful selection of its components. If any two components of the index are

perfectly correlated, they may measure the same effect: adding them both would

essentially be double counting. Table All presents measures of the correlation

between the five main, and single omitted," measures of regulation discussed

in section 3,

Table A1.1: Correlations between measures of regulation'

Cost and Council and timeline Land-Use liozoning

Toes Community Uncertainty Possibilities index

Approval

timelines

Approval Timelines 1

Costs and Fees 0.S7 1

Council and Community 0.67 0.71 .1.

t imeline Uncertainty 0.76 0.58 0.72! 1

land-Use Possibilities* 0.33 0.20 0.03 0,60 1

Rezoning Index 0,14 0.57 0.51 0.30 Q.0S 1

Notes: [1] Ths table presents pcarson correlator! coefficients computed across cities of the Lower

Mainland, |jj Coefftaertls with the tamf-Use Ppssbitass index me drawn from a smaller sample of

cities, listed in figure* 1.2 fp. 21?.

Sources: eraser institute Survey of land-Use Regulation: authors' calculations.

The measures of regulation we derived from our survey are, in general, posi

tively related across the cities for which we compute an index of regulation. As

noted at the end of section 3.5, responses to a question about planning objectives

are highly correlated with the council and community index. We do not to use our

measure of the effect of planning objectives when constructing an aggregate index.

The reasoning index appears to be the most unique, positively correlated with meas

ures of council and community opposition and exhibiting a negative relationship

with regulatory costs. Average approval timelines are positively correlated with

all other measures, its correlation with timeli ne uncertainty is particularly strong.

17, See the conclusion of section 3.4 and the progression of Appendix 2 for a discussion of the

omitted measure of regulation.
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We use the standardized sum19 of the Average Approval Timelines, Timeline

Uncertainty, Cost and Fees, Rezoning, and Council and Community Indices as our

Index of Residential Land-Use Regulation. For each city, this index captures the

frequency, and severity, of deviations from average levels of each of its compon

ents in the Lower Mainland. This index is centered around xero, positive f or cities

that score worse than average on many components of regulation, and negative

for cities that score better than average.

18. We standardize each component of our index by subtracting its mean (calculated using

cities included in the overall index) and dividing by its standard deviation {calculated using

the same cities). Each city is assigned an index value by summing across the standardized

componentS-

AppendlX 2. Weighting the sub-indices by scale of

respondents' operations

Unlike previous reports in the New Homes and Red Tape series, this study includes

the use of weights in the production of the Index's five component sub-indices,

based on the estimated scale of respondents' operations (number of units cur

rently under development). In doing so, we report averages across housing units

rather than averages across respondents, givinga new perspective to survey results.

Weighting the sub-indices was achieved through a two-step process.

1 We assigned each respondent's reported range of units currently under

development a midpoint (0-19 = 10; 20-74 = 47; 75-249 = 167; 250-749 = 500;

750-1,499 = 1125; 1,500-3,000 = 2250), For responses not including scale

estimates, we imputed the median scale of Lower Mainland respondents (47).

2 We weighted responses by respondents' scale relative to city-level averages,

using the following formula:

(respondent scale/cross-respondent city average scale) * unweighted respondent result.
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Appendix 3, Approval Timelines by Housing Type

and Rezoning

Figure A3.1: Average approval timelines (months, 2016) for

single-family development in British Columbia's Lower Mainland
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Figure A3. 2: Average approval timelines (months, 2016) for multiple

dwelling development in British Columbia's Lower Mainland
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Figure A3.3: Average approval timelines (months, 2016) for development

in British Columbia's Lower Mainland requiring rezoning
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Figure A3.4: Average approval timelines (months, 2016) for development

in British Columbia's Lower Mainland not requiring rezoning
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Appendix 4. Rezoning by Housing Type

Figure A4.1: The Rezoning index (%) for single-family development in

British Columbia's Lower Mainland
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Figure A4.2: The Rezoning index (%) for multiple dwelling

development in British Columbia's Lower Mainland
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Appendix 5. Survey Questions

Nate: questions 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 are replicated for MULTIPLE DWELLING developments.

1 Please go through the following regions and select those with cities that you

are familiar with (in terms of residential development). Please select AS many

AS POSSIBLE.

Respondents were presented with 19 regions to choose from.

2 What type of work docs your organization do? (Check all that apply)

The options include land development, new home building, legal services, engineering,

architecture and design, and other.

3 How many residential units does your organization currently have under

development?

Respondents select from a 6-bin range from "0-19" to "1,500-3,000". with the option of

manually inputting a larger number of units currently under development.

4 What TYPES of development projects has your organization worked on in the

past 10 years? (Check all that apply)

The options include "Single-Family" and "Multiple Dwelling", both of which were described in

more detail.

5 Please go through the following cities and select those that you are familiar

with. Please select AS MANY AS POSSIBLE.

Respondents were presented with all cities available within the region(s) selected.

6 Does your organization rezone property?

Yes/no answer.

7 Approximately how often do your single-family developments require

REZONING in each city?

Respondents select from a S-bin range from "Never" to "Always".

8 Approximately how much TIME do you expect to spend getting PROJECT

approval for standard SINGLE--FAMILY projects that REQUIRE RHZONING in each

city? From the filing date of the firs! stage of the approval process to the day

you would be allowed to begin construction.

Respondents select from a 7-bin range from "2 months or loss" to "24months or more", with

the option ofmanually inputting a longer timeline.

frasemsnt.ute.org
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3 Approximately how much time do you expect to spend getting PROJECT

APPROVAL for standard Single-eamily projects that DO NOT REQUIRE

REZQNING in each city? From the filing date of the first stage of the approval

process to the day you would be allowed to begin construction.

Respondents select from a 7-bin range from "2 months or less" to "24 months or more", with

the option of manually input ting a longer timeline.

10 At the outset of your standard single-family projects, how does the amount

of UNCERTAINTY in the time needed for the project approval process affect

development in each city?

Respondents select from a 5-bin range from "Encourages development" to "Would not pursue

development due to this factor".

11 For your standard single-Family projects, which of the following BEST

APPROXIMATES the COST (per dwelling unit) of the PROJECT approval and

regulatory COMPLIANCE process in each city? Please give a rough estimate

that includes all administration, processing, and direct compliance

COSTS (permitting and review fees, community amenity contributions,

development cost levies, inspection costs, relevanl legal fees, etc.). There is no

need to refer to a pro forma or other detailed records; a thoughtful estimate is

sufficient.

Respondents select from a 7-bin range from "Less than $1,000 pur unit" to "More than

$75,000 per unit with the option of manually input ling a higher per-unit cost.

12 How do local council and community groups affect your single-family

development in each city?

Respondents select from a 5-bin range from "Encourages development" to "Would not pursue

development due to this factor".

13 Before applying for rezoning or building permits, how does UNCERTAINTY in the

END USES OP LAND allowed by the regulator affect development in each city?

Respondents select from a 5-bin range from "Encourages development" to "Would not pursue

development due to this factor".

14 Are there any other comments or relevant information that you wish to add?

An open comment box was provided to respondents.
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ADDICTED TO TAXES: GOVERNMENT FEES REPRESENT 26 PER CENT OF NEW HQMg^fiMh°Co&ia 'Ff'daVitS

VANCOUVER, BC — Homebuyers need to know that government taxes and fees are equating to more than 26%, or

$220,256 of the total $840,000 cost of a typical new Vancouver apartment, according to a new, independent analysis
by appraisal and tax expert Paul Sullivan for the Greater Vancouver Board of Trade's Housing Forum 2018,

Sullivan is a Senior Partner atBurgess, Cawiey, Sullivan and Associates Ltd., one of the largest commercial real estate

appraisal and property tax consulting groups in Canada.

Based on a conservative and an optimistic five-year approval and construction timeline, Sullivan compiled a thorough

breakdown of all the government taxes and fees that are directly attributable to a typical land assembly and

development along Vancouver's Cambie

Corridor.

"Governments at all levels are increasingly

addicted to real estate fees and taxes. At a

time when all governments are

purportedly concerned about housing

affordability, all of these increased taxes

and fees are just making housing even

more expensive. When expressing their

deep concerns over housing affordability,

why haven't governments taken a long

hard look in the mirror?" asks Sullivan.

Taxes and Fees =

26% of the Cost of

New Housing
--.g'-ipryt. --.fcis

d Ov? WWW£ip.3S,

T'.-iU? i-T £&>

nr-.z Urffj Fi-Ut

;rs C$

a'Ak-C bU-fVS .He noted that along the Broadway

corridor, where the new SkyTrain

extension will be built, the City of

Vancouver has recently proposed a new

"DCE" (Development Contribution

Expectation) of between $330 to $425 per

sq. ft. above existing zoning. "You can

change the acronym (PTT, DCC, CAC, etc.) or the label, but the fees continue to rise, increasing the cost for buyers.

One of the biggest factors behind our housing affordability problem is government piling on more taxes and fees," he

added.

U'.'

"UDI is very concerned about the impacts of ail the onerous, new fees, plus provincial and federal taxes on both

homebuyers and renters. Governments are now receiving about $377,582 in fees/taxes embedded in the$1.4M cost
of a three-bedroom apartment that families desperately need. If governments really want to get serious about

delivering more affordable housing options, they need to reduce their heavy reliance on taxing real estate and
consider providing tax relief on land used to build housing, including purpose-built rentals."

- Anne McMullln, President & CEO, Urban Development Institute

Sullivan's full analysis can be found here. The analysis includes: City of Vancouver municipal fees, charges and taxes,

the new and increased Provincial tax measures, Metro Vancouver's increased regional water and sewer charges,

TransLink's new regional development cost charge for transit and the Federal GST, Fees and charges can range
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depending on where a project is located, with downtown Vancouver projects facing even higher charges. For the

purpose of this analysis, the announced provincial Speculation Tax was included, pending details of the specific

legislation expected later in 2018. Payroll taxes on labour and taxes on materials were not included in the

breakdown. A separate CD Howe report recently found that excessive regulations and charges add an extra

$644,000 to the cost of building a single family home in Metro Vancouver.

Interview Contact: Paul Sullivan T: (604) 331-7300 C: (604) 341-3270

For Anne McMullin, contact Cheryl Ziola (604) 719-2909

UDI Is an 850-member association of the real estate development industry which supports more than 233,000 BCjobs
plus $23 billion in economic activity.
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This expert analysis provided by Paul Sullivan, Senior Partner, Burgess, Cavjley, Sullivan and Associates Ltd., one of the largest commercial real estate appraisal and property tax consulting groups in Canada.

Project Analysis- ITvnlcal Ca^fe'CorrfitiriAsiiembifProject);
flosed on conservative, three-year approval process and two years to build.

Site Site 20.000

2.5FSR

50,000

S 30,000,000

Total buiidable

Site Price

Value perbuiidable for site

Condo Value

Average Unit Site

Average Unit Value

5 600

1,200 PSF

800 5F

$ 360,000

GovemmentTaxes/Fees/Charges on Housing
Based an o local Purchaser/Developer so no Foreign Buyer fa* levied.

Municipal/Provincial
Municipal

Municipal

Municipal

Municipal

Municipal

Municipal

Municipal

Regional

Provincial

Provincial

Provincial

Federal

3 years until permit and 2 years construction
2 years

Now proposed at 5330 to 542S on Broadway vs $115

5 1.2614

1,00%

22.05

12,00

87-40 S

Residential Property Tax

Vacant Home Tax

Community Amenity Contribution $115 PSA on 1.9F5R increase
Metro Vancouver Sewage Development Cost Charge jDCC) $1,072 per unit $
Development Cost Levy (DCL)
Public Art

Building Permit Fee

Development Permit Fee and Zoning Charge

TransLmk Development Cost Charge (DCCJ $1,500 per unit
Property Transfer Tax- Purchase of an assembled site

Speculation Tax

Property Transfer Tax on Average uriitbf 800 SF
GST On unit |$1200 PSF condo vaiuej

$
$ 115

1.34 per unit

$ IS. 62

1.38 $$ 1.98

S 2.20

$ 4.00

$ 1,88

$ 28.36

18.13

21.50

60.00

3.0014

OSOfi

2.0015

s.oms

Presumed during development process pending details of Legislation$
$
$

$ 276.45

1 $ 314.65 |
$ 251,721

PerBuiidable

Per Saleable

Total

Total Taxes and Charges

Total Taxes and Charges

Cost On 800 SF unit"

•excludes payroll taxes on labour and taxes on materials

•excludes gross up on sale value
26,2254

"i-8K32
Site Tax/Fee Total Percentage

26.2234 $

26.22?; $

Purchase price

6001)00

840,000

5iBi^4o,impi

500 $ 157,326

700 $ 220,256

Bachelor

Ci hei: aed room; p I lis . Dii o i : : c
Two; BedtotKn;;cs^sS^^ii

Thtcc Puidroom Family ur.it
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